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ry 7 «2. Introduction

  

The impetus for development of this program comes from

t,e@ long-expressed desire of the People of Enewetak to return

to their homeland. Although resigned to their nearly thirty.

vear exile at Uieclang Atoll, they havenever given up hope of

returning to Enewetak, if but only if,.it is radiologically

sufe for them to do so. They are aware of the substantial

social and economic problems which necessarily attend the

xelocation and resettlement of their more than 400 persons,

but the difficulty. of assessing the risk from the extensive

radioactivity present at the Atoll as a result of the nuclear

weapons testing program there is by far the most troublesome. —

- It is difficult enough for the layman to comprehend what the

q@ eperts in the various radiological science fields are saying

atout the effects of radioactivity, but that difficulty is . .,

compounded manytimes over the differences of opinion found

among the experts, by the realization that even the experts

agree that the long term effects of some of the more dangerous

radionuclides are not known by anyone at this time and may not

become known for many years to come, and it is unsettling to

learn that the standards used for the kinds and amounts of

radionuclides to be tolerated in the environment and in man are

criticized by reputable experts as unreliable and inadequately

conservative.

_Their individual .and collective desire to return to their

ancestral homeland is difficult for Americans to fully appre-

Ciate. To them land is not a commodity, a thing apart, to be
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“Qyoership and use of the land re

br ought or sold. In their culture the land and marine

_environment of the atoll are fully integrated with the human

members of the society. | It is an economic resource and more.

-
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h Jlects and is inextricably
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ee Ss .a whole.gn and to the cultureQ

:
andinted to the social or Q ty

To be sure, their society has undergune and continuousiy is

undergoing change as a result of forces both within and without,

but the extraordinary significance of their being able to

resettle to the atoll discovered by their ancestors remains

constant. .

Thus, the People of Enewetak are both the prime beneficiaries

and the prime risk-takers in this resettlement program. And it

is in the assessment and, if possible, elimination of the radio-

biological health risk that they are the most dependent upon the

United States government. The Defense Nuclear Agency and the

Atomic Energy Commission have already devoted great amounts of

“time and money to assessment and remedy of radiolegical problems

presented by this program, but more will have to be done and it

will hay q to be, done over a long period of time. And throughout,

the People of Enewetak will rely upon the responsible agencies |

of the United States government to do everything possible to

assess and minimize the risk due to the residual radioactivity

in the Enewetak biosphere. Nothing said in these comments, for

example, should ever be taken as an assumption of risk -by the

people of Enewetak. When they left the Atoll in 1947 at the

insistence of the United States government it was radiologically

safe. That is the state in which it should be for their return.
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_%£ course, it cannit ever be restored to that” condition, but

-that must be the assumed objective in order that remedial measures

can more likely fall within the safest possible limits, and so

that on-going efforts will be mage to continually add to the

rnowledge Ox radiological conditions at Enewetak and refine and

amprove both risk assessment and remedial measures as the various

relevant sciences develop over the years. ~ |

Not only.is the United States trustee for these people, but

it has an especial humanitarian obligation to them because of

the uniquely dangerous potential effects due to the use to which

the trustee put the Atoll. It is an absolute kind of responsi-

bility to both return the people to their home and eliminate the

likelihocd of sc much as a Single radiation induced illness or

anomaly. |

A full measure of gratitude is due and hereby given, however,

to the considerable efforts which the United States has made thus

far. The planning for resettlement, the radiological survey, the

planning for the clean-up, all represent a very large contribution

to the uitimate success of the program. And we do notwish to

dampen the enthusiasia and interest of the many persons in and out

of the government who have given devoted effort thus far. The

comments made here are offered in the spirit of cooperation, with
,

the realization that they will be received in that same spirit.

2. Social and Economic Problems Associated with Resettlement

Further consideration of the social and economic problems

associated with the resettlement must be given. This is perhaps
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-ne of the weakest aspects of the DEIS as it now stands.

Attention is given to both short and long range economic

planning (Vol. I, § 7, Vol. II, Tab D), but in consultation with

tne people themselves specific objectives and specific econemic

A-velorment possibilities must be found so that the shared aimcf

economic seif-sufficiency can be.achieved. We realize that with

all the cther aspects of this complex project demanding attention

up to now, this was not intentionally underemphasized. But as

the program moves into its clean-up phase nore attention must be

given to meeting the future economic needs otf the people. This

is especially true because since the writing of the DEIS it has

become known that adverse radiological conditicns in the northern

part of the Atoll do not permit the rehabitation of Engebi islet

and severely if not completely restrict the use of the northern

islets for the foreseeable future.

The Enewetak Planning Council must continue to be relied upon

to make the final value judgments upon one proposal or another

and upon the development of the economy as a whole so that it will

be consonant with their own capabilities and values, but one or

more specialists ‘Should be engaged by the government and made

available in an advisory capacity. They must he carefully selected

both in terms of expertise in the field and suitability tm this

kind of cross-cultural task and to the maximum feasible extent

the Planning Council should participate in the selection.

Resettlement to Enewetak Atoll from Ujelang will involve an

unusual amount of stréss for individual members of the group and

.for the group .as a whole. Physical stress will, if all goes as
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ylanned, be ata minimum, but we have in mina~“here the emotional

~

-.. stress upon the individual and the stress upon group processes.
»

This matter is not addressed at all by the DEIS.

Ultimately, of course, it is for the people to manage the

transition well and to adapt with their society intact, buty
u

experience with similar resettlement schemes is available and

should be used to increase the likelihood of successful resettle-

ment. The people themselves can benefitfrom greater awareness

of the stresses they will experience and those outsiders involved

in planning and working with them must have the same understanding.

Dr. Thayer Scudder of the California Institute of Technology,

a recognized authority on the subject and an experienced consultant,

should be considered for this assignment and if the Planning

Council agrees, he should be engage@ in this capacity. Dr. Scudder

«+ has taken a quick look at the DEIS at our request. His comments

attached hereto as Appendix I provide valuable insights and his

contribution to planning and execution of the program would appear

to be neceSsary. (The article which he enclosed is also useful.-°

It is "The Impact of Human Activities on the Physical and Social
.~ .

Environments: New Directions in Anthropological Ecolcgy," by E.

Montgomery, J. W. Bennett and T. Scudder, 2 Annual Review of

Anthropology 1973.)

Participation of another anthropologist versed in Marshallese

culture is also in order, to assist both the Enewetak people and

the outsiders involved in the program. Working-in conjunction with

semeone like Dr. Scudder, the total contribution would be invalu-

able. Dr. Robert Kiste at the University of Minnesota has been
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eonsulted by the governmenicl plannexs and mexts these require-

_ments exceptionally well.

Short of involving so many advisors and planners that

Cecesions and action are unduly imscded, it is essential that

lines work together as1
?

t
gthose representing all the relevant disci

a group with the Enewetak Flanning Council ana the governmental

decision-makers. To some extent this is what has ‘been done during

planning to date, but for the remainder of the program, the

relevant disciplines should be identified as such, appropriate

representatives engaged and organized into a more or less formal

advisory council.

3. _ Radiolocical Considerations
 

3.1. The Radiolocical Survey
 

The survey of radiological condit ions at Enewetak Attoll in

1972 under the auspices of the Atomic Energy Commission is, we

believe exceptionally good as far as it goes, but we have been

advised by capable experts in the field that more work remains to

be done and that the qualifications of the four-member Task Group
 

a

which Supervised the conduct of the survey, the assessmentofits

Guta and developed final recormendations are open to question. It

is also apparent that as-detailed and elaborate as that survey was,

follow-up gathering of data and careful assessment of that data is
——_——

absolutely essential, particularly with respect to the risk to

health from all low-level, long-life radionuclides and especially

the dancer posed by those alpha-emitting radionuclides known as

hotparticles, such as Plutonium-239 and Americium-241,

We do not wish to detract from the qualifications of the
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embers of ths PasK Group, but in a field involving soa many

specialties and where equally expert opinions differ markedly,

it is imperative that the Task Group for follow-up studies be

enlarged to include scientists known to take the most conserva-
- annatRE .

tive approach to radiation protection, such as Drs. E. A. Martell

at the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Arthur R. Tamplin

atLawrence Livermore Laboratory, and Donald P. Geesaman -at the

University of, Minnesota. Their presence in the Task Group, or

their participation in some other direct way in designing methods

to be used for the gathering of information and its evaiudtion

is strongly recommended.

The 1972 radiological survey (NVO-140) must be regarded as

an impressive beginning of long-range radiological assessment and

monitoring cf the Enewetak environment with appropriate emphasis

placed upon not only the marine and terrestrial environments but

upon the radionuclide pathways to man. . As we shall discuss more

fully below, more information is needed about the presence of hot

particles... The long range effects of Strontium-90 and Cesium-137

and other nuclides in the food web cannot be known without experi-
, ° ;

mental planting. ”“ (DEIS Vol. II, Tab B, p. 29.) These are only

examples. And as time goes on, scientific knowledge of the nature

and effect of radioactivity is bound to improve and new techniques

for remedial measures will be found. These scientific advancements

will be lost to the Enewetak people unless the United States

government assumes a long-range commitment of the kind we suggest

here. And in so doing it is highly probable that important contri-

butions to the development of greater understanding of radioactivity
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and its effects w oan result, to the benefit Gane United States

and the world at large.

3.2. The Hot Particle Problem

It is with the kind assistunce of Drs. E. A. Martell, Donald

P. Geesaman, Arthur R. tamplin.and Thomas B. Cochran that we derive

cor comments here concerning this unique radiological hazard.

Drs. Tamplin and Cochran submitted formal comments upon this DEIS

to the Defense Nuclear Agency under date of September 24, 1974,

and we fully accept and endorse what they have said there. Their

observations and concerns are entirely consistent with those of

Martell and Geesaman, expressed to us in personal communications.

For a discussion of the seriousness the hot particles problem

we attach as Appendix II, E. A. Martell, "Basic Considerations in

the Assessment of the Cancer Risks and Standards for Internal

é..pha Emitters," (Statement presented at the public hearings on

plutonium standards sponsored by the United States Environmental

‘Protection Agency, Denver, Colorado, January 10, 1975.) To further

emphasize Our grave concern about this problem, we attach comments

and materials provided to us by.Dr. Donald P. Geesaman as Appendix

III. We subscribe fully to the views they express and we insist

that they be dealt with fully in the final impact statement.

It is beycnd question that the presence of Plutonium-239,

Americium-241 andperhaps other alpha-emitting radionuclides at

Enewetak Atoll constitutes one of the most serious health risks

for the returning population. It is highly likely that inhalation

of very small amounts of plutonium ‘gives: rise to a high risk of

lung cancer. And the DEIS completely fails to address the recent

 4
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*Yurndings of Martell and others tnat not particles may very well

" “pe a causative factorin a number of other disorders. See

Prrendices II and III. The DEIS deals cnly with inhalation risk,

yet Americium is known to present a risk for the liver, spleen

© i pene of man through take-up from the gestreintestinal tract.

(Martell, Personal Communication.)

Concerning the adequacy of the radiological survey with

respect to internal alpha emitters, Dr. Martell had this to say:

It is noted that the Survey results for the

Enewetak Lagoon sediments show an average of 463
239+240 241 50 5

mCi Pu/km?, 172 mCi am/km2 and 586 mCi Sr/km

Table 3-11, p 3-75, DEIS Volume I). In addition,
241

the Am concentrations range up to 8.2 pCi/g averaged
, 241 239

over the top 15 cm depin of soils, with Am/ Pu

Yatios varying widely and ranging up to 3.5 (NVO-140°

Vol. 1, p 507). Due to further radicactive decay of
241 241.

Pu, the Ain activity concentrations can be expected

to double over the next 50 years. In addition, densely
t , .

vegetated soils on each island show the highest radio-

activity concentrations.

 
 

 

 

239+240
The DEIS limits consideration of Pu to

inhalation risks. However significant uptake of Pu Ms
een , Sen hat

from the gastrointestinal tract has been observed in a! h

young mammals and Similar uptake may occur in young

children. In addition the uptake of americium in soils

by vegetation is Substantially higher than plutonium
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uptake. Similarly americium is readily taken up

from the gastrointestinal tract and accumulated

in the liver, spleen and bone of mammals, and

thus undoubtedly in man.

Based on these consideretions it is possible

that uptake of americium in the ‘food chain and its

accumulation in the liver and skeletal tissue of

man may be the critical path for exposure to

internal alpha emitters in the Enewetak Atoll area.

The radiological survey is seriously inadequate

with respect to americium distribution in both

vegetation and in edible marine life to assess the

consequent body burdens and heald consequences to

future atoll inhabitants. (Personal Communication. )

Dr. Geesaman independently identifies the same inadequacy

in the DEIS and also finds a need for further study of the mechanisms

by which plutonium contamination in the soil may find its way into

the body.

The resuspension meesurements and calculations

which relate the air contamination to the soil

contamination are not immediately compelling, and

deserve a much more careful analysis than I have

2

given them. I would be surprised if the analysis is

meaningrul to factor of 100, when used to determine

public health guidelines. Resuspension is poorly

understood, it is sensitive to windspeed, soil
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characteristics, vegetation, humidity, rainfall,

mechanical distrubance, physical and chemical history

of plutonium particles in soil. How then does one

consider the exposure of children throwing dry sand

patef
e
e

Ccb
e
e

on a windy day at the beach? I weulda ant

large fluctuations about the implicit exposure levels,

which, even for the limiting soil contamination

‘guidelines and predicted air concentraticns associated

with these guidelines, will be approximately a

e
Iraximun permissible luny burden. (Personal Communicaticn.)

Each of the questions raised here and in the related appendices

must be addressed fully and carefully prior to resettlement of the

people of Enewetak Atoll.

3.3 Plutonium Soil Stancuards

Concerning the standard employed by the DEIS for maximum

permissible plutonium contamination of soils at Enewetak, Dr. Martell

‘points out that "There are no ICRP standards for soil levels of

Pu and the actinides or for lifetime exposures to internal alpha

emitters. (Personal Communication.) And he provides the following

a
acritique of the standards adopted by the AEC Task Group for Enewet

The recommendation that plutonium contaminated
2394240

soils, with levels not exceeding 40 pCi Pu/g of

soil averaged over 15 cm depth, is suitable for human

habitation, can be very seriously questioned.

The State of Colcrado Board of Health has adopted

interim standards for Pu contamination limits in soils
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in land areas for residential usc, specifying thet
238 .

Pu levels shall not exceed 2 dpm (0.91 pCi) per

gram of surfac2 soil (i.e., averaged over the top

1 cm depth of soil). It is noteworthy that the

mee meeVD . eRe Sh ok - -- 4. 5 + 2 FfAEC has net eScanlished that this standard is unéuly,
.

 

  

consérvative and it is not apparent that the AEC tp et |
Sr pom be cy

has requested the ICRP or NCRP to make specific Ope few

recommendations with respect to standards for Pu in ;

soils applicable to chronic exposure to the general pe glee
~ i

pubiic, including children. . rie

I note that the DEIS recommends no remedial

action for soils containing « 40 pci or « 88 avn

Pu/g, averaged over the top 15 cm depth. This is

much morethan44tines the Colorado interim standard

(2 dpm per g in the top 1 cm) because for most

Enewetak soils the top cm contains substantially

higher levels of Pu per gram than the 15 cm depth

average. Thus, for example, at location 101 on

Pearl, the top 1 cm depth shows 400 pci Pu/g,

whereas the average over 15 cm depth is about 60.

Thus the recommended standard for Enewetak is about

100 to several hundred times that adopted in Colorado.

There are recent research developments which

are expected to lead to reductions in acceptable

organ burdens of Pu in man by a factor of 100 to

 

1000 or more. In my opinion it is likely that a 16
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pCi lung burden of insoluble alpha. emitting pirticles

will give rise to significant adverse health effects

for lifetime exposures. The typical burden of

insoluble particles of respirable size (<« 5.0 Um

diameter) is about one gram in human adults..- For

this reason I would recommend that surface soils
239

should not exceed about 1 pCi of PuO, and other

insoluble alpha emitting particles per gram of

insoluble particulates of respirable size in the
~

@irborne aust resulting from Une disturbance and

resuspension of surface soils. On this basis even
Se

 

the Colorado standard may give rise to excessive

organ burdens.
~

t
T _7. Cochran, Tarrlin and Teesiaman all raise the same or similar

objections to the DEIS plutonium standards

Further explanation of the plutonium cleanup criteria developed

‘by the AEC Task Group is necessary, (DEIS, Vcl. II, Tab B, pp. III-8

to III-11.) We have already mentioned the questionable wisdom of

the 40 pCi/g standard. Fox any concentrations exceeding 400 pci/g

< Group recommendaticns require removal of the soil. Buto
y
uti2 Ta Ss

in the range between 40 and 400 pCi/g, the DEIS standards call for

"corrective action ..... on a case-by-case basis." (Vol. II, Tab B,
nr . 

p. III-9.) Certain criteria are offered for guidance in the

exercise of this judgment, but they appear to be entirely too

unspecific and subjective. Once a decision is made to take correc-
—

tive action,
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the objective is to achieve a substantial _,
reduction jn plutonium soil concentraticns, j pani
and further, to reduce concentrations to het
the lowest practicable level, not to reduce
them to sors cyveceribednumericil value. ron gen
(Gabid. Enenasis aadccd.) oan
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case" decisions. Presumably it is the "team of experts" referred

to in the recommendations of the Task Group (Vol. II, Tab B, p. 27),

but Wearenottold.who theyare_orhow theywil]heselected.

This whole approach must be explained and justified, espe-

cially at a time wnen the EPA is conducting hearings around the
ae =
 

country on plutonium soil standards for precisely the purpose of

developing “numerical values" for the maximum concentrations

permissible. The range between 4G and 400 pCi/g is a wide cne

. ~~ - * . * a

an ceed anc if 40 is too high, then to make decisions on a nease-Feeot
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by-case" basis within that range is to have no standard at all. y uy
ee nrrerrnee eR Pie

Before any. final standards are set for the radiological JoTaxe vf
ee .

cleanup of Enewetak, the International Commission on Radiological /° **
— aR

Protection should be called upon for plutonium and actinide

Standards applicable to air, water, soils and food concentrations

for both soluble and insoluble activities, applicable to long-range

  

exposure to the general public. Application should also he made
 

to the U.S. Envircnmental Protection Agency for special hearings
 

for the same purpose. Consideration should also be given to the

desirability of requesting the United Nations Scientific Committeeaeeneeennpanamiinn

on the Effects of Atomic Radiation to conduct hearings and set

these standards. (We are indebted to Dr. Martell for these
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no At any and all of these hearings, every effort should be made

- .to elicit the widest possible range of information and opinion

pice bearing upon the guestion. Once such standards are set, they

should govern the planning and cleanup activities at Enewetak.

3.4 Removal and Disvosal of Radiocontaminated Materials

These comments relate to the proposed removal and disposal’of

contaminated scrap metal and soil treated in the DEIS at Vol. l,

§§5.3.3.3 and5.5.

All radiocontaminated scrap metal on the Atoll has been

ops identified and will be removed, as of course it must be, but the

precise method of disposal has not been determined. Four alterna-

tive methods are discussed: ocean dumping of the loose scrap,

concrete encapSulation in the Cactus and Lacrosse craters at the

.orth end of Kunit islet, cr removal to the United States mainlarc 2

for storage. We appreciate the practical and political difficul-

*. ties presented by the various disposal methods which would remove

‘the scrap from the Atcll entirely, but the People of Enewetak are

adamantly opposed to any disposal upon or within the environs of
 

 

the Atoll. Ocean. dumping? according the DEIS (Vol. I, B 5.5.2.1),
ia ;

wus rejected “in view of the difficulty in obtaining a permit and

certainty of international complications." Disposal to the United

States mainland was disfavored for similar reasons. (Vol. I, § 5.5.

2.4.) Disposal on the Atoll must be rejected and the other methods

should be explored, the necessary permits and authority obtained

and disposal off the Atoll selected as the preferred method.

Removal and disposal of contaminated soil presents more serious

cost and practical difficulties, but here again the complete removal
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C : nd ,
ooand off-Atoll disposal of all contucinated soil muct be the

7 . ot €7e
stated objective of the program. oS a)

f

Even using the hich ri utonivn contamination standard set by
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the Task Group (40 pCi/g, etc.), the total amount: of Atoll soil

WoulCA would have to be renoved and CiSposed 1s 773,000 cubic yards.

(vol. I 8 5.5.2.) I£ the soil standards are lowered as they, -
ote, tl tees se Forth

wok é ptehesenee
o [ -f, poe ooh 7 of opr

should be, that vyolume will increase.
awe
?

It is suggested in the DEIS that cost, legal, political and lyre

technical problems aside, the removal of contaminated soil and Met

its replacement with clean soil may not “assure radiological

safety" and may present "serious ecological damage of unknown

proportions." (Vol. I, 8 5.3.3.3.) We fully favor this conserva-

tive approach to these problems (just as we do when the guestion

>> ene which msv reduce the program cost, i.e., high soil contami-

Nation standards), but a clear decision must be takento study and

fully assess the relation of soil removal to dose reduction

(including the risk from airbornechot particles))and the likely

ecological effects of soil removal and replacement. These studies

should be commissioned immediately and prosecuted with ail deliberate
*

soecd. In the meantime, complete $911 removal andreplacement

should be adopted as the prime objective.

In addition, maximum effort must be made to overcome technical,

legal and political impediments to off-Atoll disposal of contami-

nated soil.

3.5 Radioloaical Monitoring of Cleanup

The AEC Task Group has wisely recommended the establisancen

Of “team of experts" to monitor the execution of the cadioloaical
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cleanup phases of the program. (DEIS, Vol. I, pp. 5-73, 6-5) Even

if the Task Group is enlarged as we have suggested and specific
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u developed an@ implemented, this monitoring ore

important that its

ative that radio-

Thus, it is

 

will perform a crucial function.

muomoersnip be carefully selected. It is imper
 

scientists of the most conservative cast be inciuded in the
—

Here again, we suggest that the names of Drs.

Me tal Corn As ate aa

The ie8

_And the on-site authority of the nonitoLing group Should be

monitoring group.

Martell, Geesdman, Tamplin and Cochran.

clearly defined, with all important or unexpected problems to be

referred to the enlarged Task Group. /
ene

3.6. Test Plantings, Groundwater and Air Sampling Tw. Ay

be feke
We are in full agreement with the AEC Task Group recommenda- je

e?

tions for test plantings, lens water and air sampling. (vol. - yo

But it is not clear whether these recommendaa- oypp. 5-80 to 5-81.)

tions have been implemented. They must be and the studies should

be commissioned to the best scientists and technicians available,

under the over-all guidance of the enlarged Task Group.

2
these studies must deal explicitly with the hot particle problem.

All of

3.7. Radiobiological Health Followup

AEC Task Group recommendation 12 (Vol. I, p. 5-81) calls for

"Baseline surveys of body burdens and urine content of Cs-137 and

Sr-90... for the Enewetak people prior to return to Enewetak Atoll,

and periodically thereafter." But here, too, it is not clear

whether a firm commitment to long-range radiological health
 
 

the Enewetak population has becn made, and, if so,
‘ese —

monitoring of
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sprecisely how it will be implemenced.

: A fully adequate radiological healthprogram must be. Pip)
_— /

designed, funded and implemented. It can and should include the

apeople of Bikini, who will one day soon be resettled, the exposure

wictims at Rongelip and Utirik Atells and the Fnewetak recrle.

The final impact statement should address this question and

state clearly whether such a program is planned and what it will

include. It too must deal with the health effects of hot particles

- and all forms of low level radiation, with emphasis on internal

elitters.

3.8. Unknown Concerns
 

We have tried to identify all the radiological needs of this

program which require further attention, all with the ultimate

a _ety of the Peopis of Nnewetak in mind, out we cannoc bL:
et

cer lTasnt
h

(2

that we have done a complet2 job. Hence, we call upon the United

- States government to continue to assume the important responsibi-

‘lity of giving the best and most careful attention to these matters

for the long range future.

ad

Related to Cost“a4. Consideration
 

Funding requests for the initial phase of this program have

been previously presented to the United States Congress. ‘hey did

not receive very favorable or sympathetic consideration, to put

it mildly, by the members of the House Armed Services and Appro-

priations Committees. In general, the objections related to the

great cost of the entire program and evidenced a reluctance to

commit the United States government to the first phase of a
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p-cgram, the ultimate cost cf which would be in the neighborhood

of $49,600,000. Hence, the reguest was disapproved. In the

_ House and Senate Intozrior committees to which the rehabilitation

and resettlement phases were referred in a legislative package

5
S parate from the cleanup, syipathetic and favorable action was

‘taken and $12,000,009 was authorized.

Notably absent from the presentations made to the Congress

and from the inquiries of the Congressmen themselves was realiza-

tion of the enormous benefit which (in the view of the United

States) has been derived from the use of Enewetak Atoll for

nuclear testing and related national security activities. In

the Armed Services hearings, the total projected cost of this

progran was divided by the number of Enewetak people and the

svagestion made that perhars the money should simply be given

to the people. . .

We do not have accurate figures for the total cost of the

atomic energy program, the nuclear weapons testing program, nor

for the amount cf money actually spent for programs at Enewetak.

But judging by figures we have seen (for example, Concress And

The Nation, Vol. I, p. 262, Congressional Quarterly Service,

1965) indicate that the cost was on the order of several billions

of dollars in the, AEC budget, and that says nothing about the

undoubtedly large sums contained in one or more places in the

Defense budget. We will suggest a figure of, say, $50 billion

for the sake of discussion. That represents the agreed minimum.

value to the benefit. to the United ‘States of the same activities,

the effects of which must now be remedied. Beyond the dollar

—oe

 



: @ GS
-yaiue, the United States must assign a value to the benefit to

‘national security of the testing program, however debatable that

_rerefit may he in and of itself.

The cost of the direct benefits in this program ror the

Luewetak people, such as housing, community development, etc.,

are a very small fraction of the total, about $5,000,000. And

even that portion of the total funding is directly attributable

to their forced removal by the United States to make way for the

testing program.

And as we have said before, the United States undertook

trusteeship of the MicronesSian Islands of its own free will

ve - (without consent of the Micronesians) and put Enewetak Atoll, the

a property of the trust, to its own use for the very nuclear testing

wich @erosited the radioactivity.

“ This is the only perspective by which to consider and decide

upon the outside cost limits of this program. The costs of the

radiological and engineering cleanup of the Atoll are properly to

be considered ordinary and necessary costs of the testing >Drocram.

Indeed, the cleanup should have been planned from the beginning

ard funded and done at the end of the testing program about 1958.

The Enewetak People do not want money in any amount,. they

 

- want and are entitled to their land, in safe and habitable condition.

wo In the presentation of future requests to the United States

Congress, this general approach should be taken and the leadership

of the people themselves should be called to testify.

. "Case 3", outlined in Section 5.4.3, Vol. I of the DEIS, is

‘offered as the preferred plan for cleanup and resettlement of the
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ptoll. Essentially, it represents a compromise of cost, radio-

logical and other factors, which will be far short of the

Fail "Case 5", (Vol. I, § 5.4.5). Exclusive of4 ade Neb
s
e

-oreticalls

contaminated soil and scrap disposal costs, the cleanup cost ‘for

Case 3 is $35.5 million and-.for Case 5 it is $81.6 miilion.

Comparative soil disposal cost estimates are $7 million for Case 3
~~

end $92.2 for Case 5.

We appreciate the political and practical realities of seeking

"sums on the order of $100 million from the United States Congress

in these times of grave concern about the economy, but given the

rationable stated above, it is Case 5 for which funding should be
— 

Sought and for which funding should be given.
ee

.

Finally, quite apart from any cost-benefit analysis of the

* clear testing rrcsgram, as a result of a recert decision of tho
_” - ~

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit (People of

 

Saipan, etc. v. U.S. Dept. of the Interior, etc., 502 F.2d 90

-(1974)), the obligations imposed by the Trusteeship Agreementunder

which the United States administers the Micronesian Islands has

become legally binding and enforceable. Under the terms of Article

C of the Trusteeship Agreement, the United States is required to

"promote the eccnomic advancement and self-sufficiency" of the

Enewetak People; to "protect [them] against the loss of their lands

and resources"; to “promote the social advancement" of the Micro-

nesians; and to "protect [their] health." These are the express

obligations. Beyond that, like any trustee, the United States

bears implied duties to protect and promote the best interests of

the beneficiary in every way.
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Litigation by the beneficiary against the trustee to enforce

these obligations would unseemly and costly. Every United States

f
a

olfieialh involved including mirbers of the Congress, should

freely and willingly undertake to fulfill them by- planning,

f+..ding and conducting a cleanup, rehabilitation and resettle-

ment program for the Enewetak People which approximates the ideal.

5. Conclusion

We have made a number of recommendations in the course of

these comments to which we hope the program sponsors will give

consideration in the preparation of the final impact statement.

The recommendations relating to assessment of the radiological

risk, if accepted, may or may not result in delay for the project

as now planned. We hope not, but certainly the further study

required and the development of soil, air and food contamination

Standards for plutonium may have a direct affect upon the initial

cleanup phase. We urge the Defense Nuclear Agency to proceed with

funding requests and planning for the base camp and to seek commit-

ments from the United States Conaress for the estimated cost of

te program as a whole based on the "Case 5" projections. But at

the same time all of the radiological investigations recommended,

here should be undertaken and high confidence results obtained eas

soon as possible so that they can be used to revise and improve

the radiological cleanup phase before moving forward with it.

It bears repeating here that we are mindful of the immense

amount of time, effort and money which has been devoted to develop-

ment of this program todate by many officials in the Defense

Nuclear Agency, the Atomic Energy Commission, the Department of
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* lle Interior, ndits Trust Territory administration, to mention

--:only the principal agencies. We are deeply grateful the pro-

fessional and humanitarian commitment of all of these people and

nD. Jeanson, NMirector,special appreciation is Cue Lt. Gen. Warr

J™ fense Nuclear Acency for all that he nas done and will continue.

to do. .

Respectfully submitted by

Y Theodore R. Mitchell, Counsel.
ree, — for the Peopie of Enewectak

oo Micronesian Legal Services Corp.
mo, P, O. Box 826
no Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950
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* ANS SOCIAL SCIENCES . October 29, 197
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Mr. Theodore R. Mitchell

Executive Director

Micronesian Legal Services Corporation

P.O. Bor 826
Saipan, Mariana Islands 96950 .

Dear Ted,

I have now read through the three volumes of the Draft Envircnmental

Impact Statement dealing with the Clean Up, Rehabilitation,

. Resettlement of Enewetak Atoll-Marshall Islands. One thing that you

have going for you is that the peopleof Enewetak wish to return home,

and have been pressing for this return for years. Many of the stresses

associated with the type of compulsory relocation that I have studied

inclucing the undermining of local leadershiv, are simply not present

. * although I would suspect a carry-over from the past.

Another favorable factor has been the willingness of everyone involved

to date (a) to listen to the local people (at least through their council

of 12) and (b) to take into consideration their wishes in planning their

wee return. On the other hand, any kind of settlement scheme involves
t stress to the settlers and as you note in your letter of October 11,

oY little attention has been paid to the potential impacts of this stress.

Because my predictive theory deais primarily with compulsory

relocation at the time of forced removal, rather than 28 years later!,

. I will have to cast the net wider (which of course is a much more risky

business) and deal with settlement schemes in general, compulsory

; resettlement being an extreme example of this more general category.

oe As lam sure you are well aware, the historv of settlement schemes

oe throughout the world is a grim one -- with probably over 90%being

unsuccessful from the point of view of both settlers and settlement

authorities, It is hard to imagine a more difficult task that creatineJr,

from scratch new communities, which are bcth socially mAS sly

econornically viable, Though.the situation is more favorable/tren thes on

people are willing participants, in'the Encwetak case no sett(ted cL acat A ~.

selection is possible since everyone who wishes to return {— ‘oun ove
. and old, conservative and progressive, -hard working and lead, must ve
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- be accommodated. In commenting on the Impact Statement I wish to

a . discuss in sequence (1) Housing (2) Secial Services (7) the Economic :

: System and (4} Sucial Factors associated with sett:ement. Let me

he emphasize right now that (1) and (2) are by far the easiest to handle

-- and (1) and (2) represent the greatest strenaths of the Impact

; Staternent. Put while it is relatively easy to provide improved housing

7 . and social services, it is much harder to create viable land and water

use systems -- indeed it is here that most settlement schemes fail.

And it is much harder to handle the social factors associated with

settlement as well as the institutional factors dealing with the inter-

‘relationships between settler institutions and those of the agencies

involved in their future -- all of which must be viewed as part of a

single (and very complex) social system.

(1) Housing. Though Holmes and Narver should be complimented on

the extent to which they have taken into consideration the stated desires

of the Enewetak people and their system of land tenure in proposing

° house types, as I understand the situation, the pecple have yet to live

' in houses of the type proposed. If so, we must distinguish between

what they think they want and what subsequently they decide they want

after living in the new houses for a compiete year. I strongly urge

that a small number of pilot nouses be built for at least some of tnose

involved in the initial cleanup operation, so that the people will have

rae a chance to assess their strengths and weaknesses -- to work the bugs
mo out of them, so to speak, before the main construction program tends

io ‘to rigidify their family structure and social organization in concrete
for years to come. One thing that planners and architects tend to

forget when providing housing in permanent materials, is that discrete

structures in non-permanent materials provide more flexibility.

Before pouring concrete one should try to anticipate some of the

implications which inevitably will arise (and which will have an impect

on the peoples! lives) and make corrections where desirable. Problems

of maintenance also need to be anticipated in advance and local peopie

trained to maintain their own structures.

A major problem associated with many settlement schemes relates to

provision and maintenance of adequate water supplies. Though the

plans incorporated in the reports look good to me, I just want to

mention this general difficulty for the record, and to emphasize the

need to provide the simpliest facilities possible in terms of (1) peoples

_ needs and (2) their hopes -- with the second factor being far less

important than the first. I have seen too many projects where people,

after scveral years, must fall back on inadequate local water supplies

simply because government-provided facilitics are inadequate to start
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with, or because costs for their maintenance are not provided, or

because local people are not trained to properly use and maintain

them. While Lvwos very ‘’avoritly iripressei by the thinking on water

supplies within the reports, !wondcr if cnough thought has gone into

problems concerning their long term maintenance.

(2): Social Services. While impressed again by the thoroughness with

which the desires of the local people have been taken into consideration,

it is hard to comment on social services without knowing more about

the breakdown of the population itself. -None of the reports tell us

much about the current educational and literacy status of the people,

and about their goals for self and children -- other than to return to

Enewetak. Though obviously their expectations for imported items

has gone up during their 28 years of exile, what about their
occupational desires, and especially the occupational desires of themeee

younger people? One thing that bothered me about the reports is that

while four room schools are proposed for both the driEnewetak and

driEnjebi, nothing is written about the type of education system

proposed for these schools and the type of teachers to be recruited.

Let me generalize this comment to all types of service personnel,

since I was also concerned about the lack of attention paid, under

agriculture and fishing, to extension personnel, let alone to the

relationship of the different types of service personnel to each other.

Iam raising here the fundamental question as to what different

categories of people will be willing to do, occupationally, once they

return and hew best to facilitate their future economic and social

independence and development,

(3) Viable Land and Water Use Systerns. The Master Plan was based

on the assumption that all the islands in the atoll could be used for

subsistence and cash crg¢> agriculture -- with a total available acreage

_of approximately i000. Asa result, however,of the AEC Task Force

recommendations, this total has been cut to a maximum of 722 uscebie

acres for a current population of over 400 people. Bearing in mind

the poor quality of the soil and the rapid rate of population increase,

it seems to me absolutely essential that the people retain access to

Ujelang Atoll. Even then the available land area ona per capita basis

is considerably less than that utilized by the people prior to their

first relocation. The situation is worrisome and points up the need

(a) to obtain the best possible seed for coconuts for both subsistence

and cash crops purposes, with the search bearing in mind the major

advances in productivity that have occurred on research stations in

the Ivory Coast and in the Phillipines. (b) to push mariculture hard

while keeping the means of production strictly in local hands so as to

spread cinployment. Equipment (outboards for example) should be
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standarized and kept as simple as possible (seagull type engines vs

Johnstones). A numberof interesting case histories come to mind

here including the ‘obiter cannery whichis the principle employer

among the several hundred islunders on Tristan da Cunha in mid-

Atlantic who were moved irom their homeaiter a volvanic eruption in

196] and r.turned there tater in the 1960s. (c) provide a first rate
unified extension service (d) ensure a dependable and sutiicient ,

water transport service and pier and port facilities to connect Enewetak

to neighboring islands (including Ujeland and the relevant market

centers), (e) actively attempt to diversify the economy, always

bearing in mind local desires, interests, needs and expectations,

Especially attractive is the suggestion that the function of the Eniwetok

Marine Biological Laboratory (which apparently will continue under

AEC sponsorship) be expanded to include technical assistance to the

people. Couple this with the possibility of a Community College for

the Marshalls which would use the facilities already present on Enewetak,

and one has one way of providing a unified extension service while

possibly broadening the economic base of the people. Such possibilities

however need be carefully evaluated concerning the extent to which the

people will actually be invsived and the extent to which they will actuaily

profit. This caution applies even more to the development of a tourist

industry which even at best is a mixed blessing on small islands.

It seers to re that the future of the people of Enewetak depends on the

extent to which the peopie regain their independence and the extent to

which their atoll can become economically self-sufficient. It is my :

impression that the authors of the Defense Nuclear Agency report do not

understand how much recommended Case 3 alters the assumptions on

which the original Master Plan was based. This alteration also has

major implications for social factors as I hope to show below.

-
(4) SocialImplications of Scttlement. Depending on whether they are

driEnjebi or driEncwetal, the present move home will represent tne

fifth or sixth time that the people of Enewetak have been moved since

1944, Since the original move was compulsory, and hence falls within

the scope of my own research, I suspect that it was accompanied by

a great deal of stress, which, for analytical purposes, can be divided

into psychological,physiological and socio-cultural stress. According

to my own model of how people respond to compu[Sory relocation,

_this stress (or transition) period does not come to an end until (a) the

people once again get back on their feet economically or at least reach

the position that they held before relocation, and (b) feel at home in

their new habitat. Since neither of these factors applies to the people

of Encwetak after nearly 28 years, I would suspect that the older

people (that is, those who were old enough to remember the trauma
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associated withthe origina] moves) are still under stress, What this

means, however, is hard to access at a distance since my theory

applics primariiy to tle inonths end yours irpmed.ctely preceding ane

following forcec removal, All I can say is that the mental and physicel

health uf the people should be carefully assessed before their shift

home and before they are invelved in majcr new vertures -- ventutes

which would require radical changes in their activities and life, stvle,

I say this since the theory predicts that populati.as undergoing forced

removal behave as if a social systemwas a closed system; that is

they change no more than they have to in order to continue doing what

they did in the past and the changes which occur are incremental ratner

than. sudden. The insistence of the people through out all these years

that they be allowed to return "home" is consistent with the theory

here. But once the people get home and the euphoria of having '"won'"'

fades, what then? What can be expected when they begin to settle

down with three times the number of people on an idealized homeland

which can be only partially utilized. With these questions in mind, I

would like now to consider three points.

(1) It is very important to recall that approximately 80% of the popu-

lation is under 30 years of age according to the population figures.

In other werts, the 'arce majority of the peopie will cither have no

memory at all or only a vague memory of life on Enewetak. It is this

age bracket which strikes me as a major unknown. To what extent

do the Council of 12 really speak for them? To what extent do they

wish to return to the life style of their parents and grandparents? I :

can not answer this question at a distance, in large part because the

Enewetak population within the three volume Impact Statement is

treated as if it was homogeneous. But I doubt very much that such

is the case, a doubt that is reinforced by the odd statement in the

reports -- for example,e"'A number of people have been exposed to

. education away from Dnewetak and have ceveloped strong tastes for

imported foods and other lux&ries'' and the peopie have “achieved a

good understanding of the behavior and values of Americans, and

several have distinguished themselves in government and mission

schools.'' In assessing the impacts of the return on the people I

suspect we need at least differentiate from the very beginning between

the older 20% and the remainder.

(2) Compulsory resettlement projects always run the risk of the

relocatces developing a dependency relationship with the relocating

' authorities. I would suspect that a strong sense of dependency

characterizes the older people from Enewetak and that this will continue

during the next decade. Even if the dependency does not already

exist, most of the people are going to be dependent on outsiders for

years to come sirnply because it will take at least seven years to
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prepare lands for planting, to plant them and then to harvest the
resulting tree crops. Should the cash cropping of coconuts proceed

according to schedule on:y then will tne people Degia scceiving what

Holmes and Narver hope wili be an annual cash incorne of perhaps

$40,000 or slightly less than $100 per capita in terms of present
population. In the meantime the people will have to use tneir trust

fund (which currentiy produces $60,006 per annum in incceme or

somewhat less than $150 per capita) to provide for their external

needs and to depend on the U.S. government and other donors,

Reliance on both the trust fund and on further external assistance

continues and increases the risk of a dependency relationship which

can be expected to make subseavent develcpment more difficult.

Already the people have acquired a taste for outside staples which

apparently on occasion can make up as much as 80%of the diet.

These include rice, flour, sugar, tea, canned meat, and fish; in other

words the usual foods that low income people desire after they come

into closer contact with the outside world. So we have the combined

problems of rising expectations and dependency, both of which have to

be taken into consideration in planning subsequent development for the

atoll, Neither makes the task easy. Once the euphoria of regaining

the homeland passes, disallusionment may well come, along with new

demiids en the Tnited Strrce which of course continves to bear the

responsibility for the original move) to provide for the people.
Looking to the future, very careful planning and plan execution will

be required if the people are not to continue as wards of the government.

.

(3) Another potential problem concerns future relationships between

driEnjebi and driEnewetak simply because the former cannot occupy

their former island or indeed their traditional section of the atoll.

Rather they will find themselves relocated quite ciose to their neighbors.

Although I note that distinctions between the two populations have been

reduced to the extent that the 12 man council is nowelected at large

from all the people, and that the large majority of the population have

been brought up as members of a ''single community, '' nonetheless the

present plan to relocate the driEnjebi on Medren and Japtan puts them

in the relationships of 'elocatees' to the driEnewetak "hosts" which

raises the possibility of the type of deteriorating relationships which

all too frequently characterizes hosts and relocatees in other settlement

schemes, especially whcre the two communities find themselves in

competition for scarce resources, resources to which the hosts

traditionally held claims.

At this point there is little more that I can say without further knowledge,
In conclusion, however, let me say that there are sufficient social and

economic problems connected with the entire relocation effort to justify
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a well-thought out, longterm program for "monitoring" events from

this day forward -- in hopes of anticipating probiems before they

arise and casinz ‘hose that inevitably do arise, Tf i can be of further

assistance alore sucn lines, please let me know.

With best wishu<«. .

Yours sincerely,

—<s.W/
Thayer Scudder

Professor of Anthropology
~

gsh

enclosure

P.S, I enclose an article which summarizes the impacts of compulsory

relocation of people moved in connection with big dam projects which

may be of some use to you. No, I have not seen Tobin's thesis nor do

{have easy access to it. Tf you can get me a copy I would much

appreciate it.
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the Assessment: cf the Caicer RisksBasic Consicerations in weiss

and Standards for Internal Alpha Emitters

Edward A. Martell
National Center for Atmospheric Research

Box 3000

Boulder, Colorado 80303
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(Statement presented at the public hearings on plutonium standards

sponsored by the United States EnvironmentalProtection Agency, Denver,

Colorado, January 10, 1973 )
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1. Introduction: The adequacy cf the biomedical basis of stanards

for occupational and public exposure to plutonium and other internal

(155) (6-8)alpha emitters have been widely discussed ‘and seriously questioned

The serious uncertainties in the cancer risks attrioutable to

internal aipha emitters must be resolved before we are irretrievably

committed to a nuclear energy program. This is a matter of immediate

concern in the western suburbs of Denver due to plutonium and americium

contamination of surface soils in public areas around the Rocky Flats

(9) | Many other localities are similarly affected by.

tranuranium element contamination and its attendant cancer risks.

Plutonium Plant

- Recent controversy regarding the adequacy of plutonium standards

hae centered on several aspects of the problem of the cancer risks

attributable to inhaled plutonium oxide particles, including such questions

as which organ and how smali a tissue volume constitutes the "critical"

organ (i.e., that experiencing the highest cancer risk), and whether the

average alpha radiation dose to the critical organ or the tumor risk

attributed to a given number of individual hot plutonium oxide particles

provides the best guidance for the assessment of risks and standards

(6)for plutonium. . Geesaman has discussed possible mechanisms of cancer
»

induction by hot particles and concludes that the tunorigenic risk may

be as high as 1/2000 per particle for submicron particles of plutenium

(8)
oxide. A recent examination of hot particle risks by Tamplin and Cochran >

based largely on the Geesaman study, led these authors to recommend that

the occupational MPLB (maximum permissible lung burden) be reduced by a

factor of 125,000, to a value of 0.14 pCi. A recent study ‘2° was

carried out by Bair, Richmond and Wachholz at the request of the U.S.

Atomic Erergy Commission with the specific objective of providing an

updated review of the evidence bearing on the: problem of uniform vs
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nonuniform alpha radiation cose distribution in the lung. The authors

of this study take exception to the conclusions and recormendations of

¢
As 28) and concluce thatSeesaman, Tamplin ai:d Cochran

“the nonuniform dose distribution of plutonium particles in
the lung is mot more hozardous end “ay be less hazarctus than

4f the plutonium were unifernly distributed and that the mean
dose iung model is a radiobiologicaliy sound basis for

establishment of plutonium standards."

Bair et ai, (15) fail to take into account the full implications of

gome of the recent published results: in particular, the observed higher

tumor risks for ?3°Pu0, than for 22%yo, 11) the apparently limited |

biological response of mammal lung cells from *?°Pu and 7?°Pu incorporated

into ceramic microspheres(17+3) and the tobacco smoke radioactivity

results ‘14, The latter results imply that as little as a few picocuries

of insolubie alpha emitting particles in the iung may give rise to a

“

significant risk cf lung cancer and other serious heaith eifects in

the chronic exposure case. "

On the basis of a brief review of the known effects of alpha inter- .

actions with cells (below) it will become evident that alpha radiation

induced cancer in mammals and man must be brought about by subjecting

a large number of living cells to a limited number of alpha interactions.

Thus, in principie, the hignest risk would be associated with a uniferm

distribution of the alpha dose, in accordance with the conclusion of

Bair et al. However, in fact, we are almost always concerned with a highly

irregular tissue distribution of alpha emitting particles. For hot

particles, the tumor incidence must be due to the low dose irradiation

of a large number of cells by a very small fraction of the hot particle

burden. And for lone tern exposures, unacceptably high tumor risks

appear to be associated with picocurie burdens of internal alpha emitters.

This serious possibility calls for a drastic downward revision of permissible
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exposure standard!"tor inhaled plutonium. It also’ts possible that the

eritical health effects for inhaled alpha emitting particles are the

incidence of atherosclerosis and other degenerative diseases of the

cardiovascular system. The published evidence supporting chese conclusions

is briefly reviewed below.

2. Tumor Production: The interactions of varicus types of radiation

with living cells and their mutagenic effects have been widely investigated,

(15) (16)
with results which have been reviewed and summarized by Lea » Muller

and others. When alphas interact with the chromosome or its genes in

the nucleus of a cell, the dense ionization in the track of the alphapar-

ticles give rise to closely spaced breaks which bring about a wide variety

of irreversible chromosome structural changes, or mutations. X-ray and Y-ray

interactions give rise to a diffuse distribution of ions, resulting in

widely spaced individual breaks, most of which can undergo repair by

recombining without structural change. Thus permanent structural changes

for X-rays and Y-rays are proportional to the square of the dose, with

‘greatly reduced incidence at low dose rates. By contrast, structural

changes resulting from alpha interactions are directly proportional to

the number of interactions and are independent of alpha interaction rates.

Thus, with regird to the production of irreversible structural changes in

cells the relative biological effectiveness of alpha radiation, compared

to X-rays and Y-rays, increases markedly at lower dose rates and over

longer periods of exposure.

For alpha interactions with cell nuclei, most of the structural

changes are lethal and lead to the mitotic death of the cell at the next

(17,18) (15)
or subsequent cell division . However, as Lea and others have

pointed out, some cell nuclei experience only minor structural changes
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(chromosome inversions, durlications, translocations, deletions, etc.)

and remain viable. However, although only a very small fraction of alpha

interactions give rise to-viable mutated cells, these survive to

preliferate, whereas cells which suffer lethal changes are elininated

from the cell population. Thus in the case of long-tern exposure of

tissue to internal alpha emitters at low dose rates there is a cumulative

‘increase in the population of cells which have survived one or more

chromosome structural changes. However it is equally obvious that a

cell whose nucleus is subjected to repeated alpha interactions within

the mean life of the cell hes only a negligible chance of survival.

It is likely that the production of a radiation-induced tumor begins

with the formation of a single malignant cell characterized by a combina

tion of two or more chromosome changes and/or gene mutations. The alpha

radiation-induced bone tumor incidence in dogs is observed to be propor-

(13)tional to the square of the alpha dose implying that a sequence of

two or more low probability events must be involved. This is consistent

(20,21)
with the two-mutation and nultiple-nutation theories of cancer based

on the age distribution of cancer in man. On the basis of these consider-

ations the production of a pilignant cell involves a sequence of events,

as follows: (3) production of a viable mutated cell; (2) clone growth

from the mutated cell; (3) production of a second viable mutation in

one or more of the clone;»(4) growth of a clone of doubly-mutated cells;

etc. Thus, for a two-mutation sequence, the tumor risk would be proportional

to the Re? (t/t), where R is the alpha dose rate, t is the time of

exposure, and T is the mean life of the normal cell and singly mutated

cell, The term (t/t.) represents the influence of the growth of the clone

of the singly-mutated cell on the long-term risk.

This tumor risk relationship makes it abundantly clear that a linear
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extrapolction to low dese rates {is not only not conservative for alpha

radiation induced tumors, but rather that there is a marked inverse dose-

rate vs risk relationsnin. There is an increising body of published

experimental evidence that reilects this trend.

Speiss and says?”observed that for ““*sa alpha radiation induced bone |

sarcema in man, the tumor incidence per rad approximately doubled for a four-

fold increase in the spacing of 7*"Ra injections and that the observed incidence

ofbone tumors per rad in children was nearly twice that for adults. Upton

et ar, 23) show a significantly higher incidence of tumors in mice for a

given neutron dose at more protracted periods. of exposure. Moskalev and

Buldakov (24) showed that fractionation of the administered *3°Pu dose over

larger periods of tine increased bone tumor induction. The higher tumor

incidence per rad for the smaller lung burdens of crushed "Pad, nicro-

spheres observed by sanders 1) seems best explained by the limsited aloha

irradiation of large numbers of cells by numerous very small, mobile

particles of low activity per particle (see below). Hamsters subjected to :

low alpha doses from ?!°Po distributed quite homogeneously in the bronchiolar-

alveolar region show a marked increase in the lung tumor incidence per rad

(25)at very low doses and dose rates . And the incidence of bronchial cancer
t

2
in uranium miners refiects a higher tumor risk per rad at the lower doses ‘79?

(14)for this low dose rate exposure group. The tobacco radioactivity results

indicate a significant tumor risk for the cumulative alpha radiation dose

‘from 7)?°po in insoluble particles in the bronchi of smokers, invelving much

lower dose rates.

Based on the above considerations it is evident that the tumor risk is

optimized when a very large number of cells and their descendants are

subjected to only a few widely spaced alpha interactions with the smal]
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subsequent mitctic death of the cell, as Bazendsen hes she

target afforded by the cell chromosozes. This follaws necessarily from

the fact that most alpha interactions with cell chromosomes lead to the

(17518) on,
Ane

production of a malignant cell calls for a sequence of two or more low

probability events aad thus cannct be specded up by the applscation of

massive alpha doses, but rather onsly by subjecting a much larger number

of cells to a limited number of interactions. Additionally, assuming that

the tumor risk to the tissue subjected to alpha irradiation {s proportional

to Re? (t/t), explained above, it is apparent that the: alpha activity

concentration or the activity per particle which is equated to a given

tumor risk decreases with increasing time of exposure and also that a given

risk can be attributed to smaller cumulative doses when the time of exposure

t is appreciably longer than the mean life of the cell, TOs Brues 2”)

(28) both peinted out that the two-mutation theories of carcino-

(20,22)

Purch

genesis would imply an exceptionally high effectiveness of widely

spaced radiation for tumor production. It is proposed that just such a

dose rate reiationship serves to reconcile the observed significant tunor

risk in cigarette smokers with the presence of a persistent lung burden of

insoluble smoke particles involving a total of only a few picocuries of

e
210p. (14) | >

3. "Hot" Pu0, Particle Risks: If the above tentative conclusions are

correct, then the same considerations mus‘ apply in the assessment of

tumor risks for hot particles. In this connection a preliminary considera-

tion of the influence of specific alpha activity and particle size of the

hot alpha emitting particles is in order.

- Raabe et ar, (29) report an apparent rate of dissolution of *7°PUC,

in ling fluid which is two orders of magnitude higher than that observed

for **°Pu0, particles. Such a dramatic difference in the chemical behavior
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of two isotopes of plutonium is seriously inconsistent with the negligible

influence of isotope effects on the chemical kinetics of heavy elements.

Thus it seems necessary to exp.ain this apparent solubility difference on

physical grounds. The specific activity of the 79° Pud, particles (~80%

238puo, and ~20% 29°Pu0,) was about 220 times that of 73°Pu0., In addition
2 . 2

the ? 3 Pud, particles exhibited a very significantly lower density than the

(30) » indicating a highly faulted structure and weakened

(21) proposes

78° Pud, particles

intermolecular bonding for the ?3°Pu0, particles. Fleischer

that the apparently higher dissolution rate for 738 Pud, may be explained

by the alpha recuil nucleus ablation of the surface layers of the particles,

with a fragmentation rate proportional to the specific alpha disintegration

. . . 4
rate and with variable sizes of fragments ranging up to ~10 atoms. The

-

poorer structural integrity of the 23° Pud, particles may give rise to an

ancrease in tne size range of ti.e ejected fragments. Such smail fragments,

renging pp to tens of angstroms in diameter or more, would pass readily

through the 0.1 pm diameter pores of the membrane filters used in the

(29)
dissolution experiments . Also, such small ablation fragments may exhibit

a much higher mobility in tissue than that of 0.1 to 1.0 yn diameter, the

size range of particles used in wost animal inhalation experiments. This

greater mobility for very small ablation fragments in tissue may explain

than for 73*puothe observed more rapid rate of translscation for 235 Pud, 9

from the lung to the liver and pone (32935).

Ancther explanation for the apparently higher solubility of 233pu0
2

than 73®Pu02 is the possibility that the intense alpha radiolysis of the

_ lung fluid at the surface of the particles leads to the production of

, molecules

This process aiso would proceed at a rate

chemically active free radicals which in turn react with Pud

on the particle surface.

proportional to specific activity and to particle surface area. In this

: TyFUN
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case the dissolved plutonius would fiffuse away From the hot particles.

However this dissolved plutonium undoubtedly would be slowly redistributed

(34)
fn the lung in the seme fashion as chat revorted Dy Meskalev for

inhaled soluble compounds of plutonium, resulting in a highly non-uniform

distribucica, with hot spets located predominantly in the sub-pleurai region<
<

of the lungs. This gradual conversion ef the soluble plutonium compounds

to small colloidal size particles at focal points of activity may be the

result of the self-chelating preperties of terravalent plutonium in solution.

; & . (11)
In recent studies of rat inhalation of 73 Pud,s Sanders has

demoustrated a substantially increased risk per rad for small lung burdens

of aged, "crushed" 73%puo, microspheres. In this case the inhaled particles
2

involve smaller particles and a correspondingly larger surface area. The

observed nore rapid rate of translocation to other organs can be attributed

vatiously to the hicsher mobility of the smaller particles, or te the highe~

rate of surface ablation (or dissolution) for the increased surfacearea,

or both. The higher tumor incidence can be attributed to the fact that

the greater mobility and wider redistribution of the 238Pu0, microspheres

and their breakdown products subject a much larger number of cells to a

limited number of alpha interactions.

The correctness of the ebove interpretation is reinforced by the

results of the Los Alamos ceramic sphere experiments reported by Richmond

y, (12513) and further discussed by Bair et al,2| In these experi-et a

ments 2090 Zirconium oxide microspheres of 10 um diameter, each set con-

taining a specified amount of plutonium, were injected into the lungs of

groups of experimental animals. The total plutonium per microsphere |

ranged from 0.07 to 1.6 pCi of ??°Pu and from 4.3 to 59.4 pCi of 73% pu,

with identical activity for each of the 2000 microspheres in each of eight

animal exposure groups of 70 animals per group. The local dose rate,
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averaged over the small tissue volume within 40 um from the surface of

the ceramic microspheres is ~17,000 rads perr year for the 0.07 pCi micro-

spheres, or ~200,0290 alpna disintegrations per year within each micrcgraw

of irradiated tissue. The dose rate is correspondingly higher arcund the

microspheres of greater activity. Less than one illigram of tissue, only

one millionth of the lung, is subjected to these massive radiation doses.

The limited biological response obtained in these experiments is

consistent with expectations based on Barendser's results (2718) , the smail

population of cells within the alpha range arcund the microspheres exper-

dence so many alpha interactions that they all receive chromosome struc-

tural changes that result in their mitotic death. The 10 um diameter

microspheres are immobile in tissue. Also their specific alpha activity

is sce low compared to pure Pud, that their surface recoil ablation and

aissoluticn rates are negligibly iow. Thus in these experiments there

is no large population of cells which are subjected to a limited number

of alpha interactions, as is the case for Sanders crushed *?°Pu0, micro-

sphere experirents2), Richmond and Voeiz 1?) observed only two lung

tumors (at 9.5 months and 12 months in animals exposed to 2000 ceramic

microspheres of 0.42 pCi 233py per microsphere) for a total of 10° hot

particles. It is proposed that these two tumors may be attributed to

secondary protons ejected by alpha intevactions with hydrogen atoms. The

expected yield tsone proton per 104 alpha interactions. Such protons

have energies of about 100 KeV and a range about 4 times that of the alpha

particle. Thus these secondary protons irradiate 63 times as many lung

cells at correspondingly much lower doses. It is unlikely that the two

tumors observed in these experiments can be attributed to X-rays or

. (35,36)
Y-rays fiom plutonium for reasons discussed by Warren and Gates
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4, Critical Health Effects: It is widely recognized that inhaled insolubie
 

ve alpha emitting particles deposited in the lung are, in part, translocated

_— via the phagocytic action of uacropheges co the lymph nodes and to other

sites in the reticuloendothelial. system, and also via blood leucocytes to °

the liver, spleen and tone marrow. Recent experiments with inhaled "

. piutonium meke it evident that the pattern and rate of translocation of

plutonium from the lung to other sites is highly dependent on particle size

and specific activity, with more rapid transport of the smaller and more

active particles. Thus, it is far from obvious whether the lung, - lymph

nodes, liver, bone or other organ, or fraction thereof, should be taken

as the critical organ or critical tissuesite.

It has long been known that those tissues in which there is more

. active cell division suffer the earliest and most severe radiation damage

effects, and that this includes the blcod forming cells in lymphatic giands

(16,377 5cheffects include the destruction of rapidlyand in bone narrow

multiplying cells that produce the blood platelets which assist in the

control cf blood clotting. Similarly the population of leucocytes is

m
e

4
o
t

reduced with a corresponding reduction in resistance to disease. These
.

effects plus tile accompanying chromosome structural changes cangive rise
-

to the earlier incidence not only of cancers, but the whole pattern of

wtb diseases of the cardiovascular and renzl systems ‘>/ 938)
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Let us review the mounting evidence which suggests that inhaled

ae . insoluble alpha emitting particles may be the agent of atherosclerosis

and thus give rise to an increased risk of death by early coronaries and

 

a strokes. atherosclerosis is reported to be present in every instance of

(39)
partial or complete arterial occlusion and every case of coronary thrombosis .
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Recently Benditt has shown 640) that the human atheroselcrotic plaque is

a monoclonal proliferation of a mutated cell of the artery wall, and thus

(41-43)
nas observed anonzlously high concen-

trations of alpha activity at the calcified piaque sites. In additicn

atherosclerosis plaques normally occtr in the cain and aicominal aortas:

oe " (42-44)
and the coronary arteries, but rarely in the pulmonary arteries .

This distribution suggests a respiratory origin for the mutagenic agent.

Attempts to reproduce arterial lesions in animals by chemical, mechanical

and nutritional means have not produced plaques sinilar- to those of

(40)atherosclerosis in man . However atherosclerotic plaques have been

directly induced in human arteries by intensive irradiation with \-rays

. (45) ’and radium - There is a high incidence of early coronaries among

cigarette smokers, with a mortality rate for males who smoke two packs or

more daily that is 2 to 2.5 times that of non-smokers but at a mean age

of death some 10 to 16 years earlier ("oy ail. these reasons it is proposed

that inhaled insoluble alpha emitting smoke particles are very likely to be .-

the mutagenic agent which gives rise to atherosclerosis in cigarette smokers,

If this is the case, similar increased risk of early coronaries are to be

expected for other groups of individuals who are occupationally or environ-

mentally exposed to the dnhalation of insoluble alpha emitting particles

of respirable size. Attention should be addressed to industrial and combustion

product aerosols:which contain uraniun oxide, thorium oxide and lead-210,

as well as to plutonium oxide from nuclear industry, nuclear accidents

and fallout from atmospheric nuclear tests,

The first and most obvious place to look for such effects iS among

Past and present plutonium workers, Very significant increases in the

incidence of carly coronaries as well as lung cancers and cancers at other

(46)
sites is observed among ciparette smokers with insoluble alpha emitting
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particle burdens of only a few picocuries of 2720p, in the lung4) and

(41-43)
similar total alpha activity per 100 grams of arterial wall tissue

By comparison, plutonium workers exhibit plutonium organ burdens ranging

(47,48)
from a few picocuries to a few manocuries or more « And although

there has been no enfdentolocical study of the age-incidence of heart. a ae

_ @isease and cancer among plutonium workers, the limited published information

~~

“bearing on this question is more disturbing than reassuring. Most often

cited is the medical experience of 26 plutonium workers at Los Alamos (#999|

usually accompanied by a statement to the effect that none of the medical

an be attributed definiteiy to internally depositedafindings for this group

plutonium. With equal justification one may state that most of the serious

medical findings in this group can be attributed to plutonium. One member of

the original group died in the early 1950's. Cause of death is not reported.

Another died of a coronary at age 38. A third suffered a coronary occlusion

but recovered and was well compensated. A fourth developed a hamartoma of

the lung and his right lower lobe was surgically removed in May 1971. A

fifth had a melanoma of the chest wall. A sixth had a partial gastrectony

for a bleeding ulcer. One subject suffered loss of teeth, apparently due

to damage to the lamina dure»of the jaws which show the earliest effects

inbeagles given toxic doses of plutonium, Another subject has gout. The

full medical history of this group, now mostly in their fifties, has not yet

completely unfolded. Only 12 of these 26 plutonium workers were exposed

to plutonium inhalation. Which of the observed effects were experienced

by the inhalation exposure group? Regardless of the distribution, the

medical experience of this small group thus far provides no basis fer

complacency about the health consequences of plutonium exposure.

Hanford employees and others whose autopsy tissue samples exhibited

Plutonium levels in excess of 5 fCi/g died mainly of coronary heart
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disease and other carciovescular effects and to a lesser extent of cancer

and pulmonary emphysema 4”), Based on evidence reviewed above it appears

that atheroscl “ To a ts is a cancer of the artery wall anc thus that covonsz:y

heart disease anda otner diseases of the cardiovascular and renal system

are expected ellelis cf inhaled plutoniumand of other insoluble alpha |

emitting particles. An adequate assessment of the magnitude of these risks

can only be obtaained by a comprehensive medical. follow-up of all past and

present plutoniua workers. Until the age distribution of these effects

among plutoniua workers is fully assessed, any claim by the proponents

of nuclear energy that there is little risk associated with the MPLB

(maximum permissible lung burden), 16 nCi of plutonium, or fractions

thereof, is totally unjustified. The growing evidence suggests tnat as

little as a few picocuries of alpha activity in the lung, in arterial tissue,

1,and in other organs ¢iv.s rise to a significant cancer risk.

5. Discussion: The published evidence, reviewed above, clearly indicates

that a linear extrapolation to lower doses and dose rates is not conserva-

tive for internal alpha emitters. The initial effects of alpha inter-

actions with cell chromosomes are irreversible and thus will vary linearly

with alpha dose Yate. However the cumulative effects of internal alpha

emitters gives rise to an increase in the populations of nutated cells

(cells with viable structural changes in their chromosomes) and in the

health consequences of such changes. Therefore the tumor incidence per

alpha disintegration must increase with decreasing dose rate. For this

reason a given cancer risk is equated with smaller cumulative alpha

doses and with much smaller internal alpha emitter burdens as the period

of exposure increases,
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By contrast, the cellular effects of X-rays and vY-rays are largely

repairable at low dose rates. This stems from the fact that the diffuse

distribution of ion pairs produced by such radiation results in widely -

spaced single chromosome breaks which repair themselves readily. For

these reasons the relative biological effectiveness of alpha particles,

compared to X-rays and y-rays increases continuously with decreasing dose

rate. Thus alpha radtation acquires a greatly increased biological sig-

nificance relative to soft radiation in the production of tumors and other

health consequences of chromosomal structural changes.

There are several other lines of evidence which reinforce the

possibility that alpha interactions with cells play a unique role in human

cancer production, The distribution of cancer sites in the bronchi, in

the lymphatic system, in arterial tissue, in the liver and bone, all

involve sites at which insoluble alpha emitters are known to accumulate.

Anomalausly high concentrations of alpha activity have been observed at

the bronchial cancer sites2?

(52,53)

» at cancer sites adjoining lymph glands

(41-43)
in other organs in atherosclerosis plaques » at. liver cancer

‘ (54)
sites in thorotrast patients , at bone tumor sites in the radium dial

(55)
workers , etc, The difficulties of preducing lung cancer by exterral

; (35,36) .
radiation has been pointed out by Warren and Gates . The absence

of cancers in muscular tissue, except at sites of thorotrast injection or

plutonium injection, also is relevant to this issue. All of these obser-

vations reinforce the possibility that one or more of the chromosomal

structural changes which characterize.a malignant cell must be brought

about by alpha interactions and not by low intensity X-rays or Y~-rays.

In this connection, the determination of the nature of the structural
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differences betweta the healthy and the waligneat ‘cells of each organ could

shed some light on this important question.

It elexo is observed that the relative significance of chemical agents,

viruses and radi:tion in the incidence of humcu cancer is not known.

Details of the mechanisms of cancer induction by chemical agents and viruses

also are poorly understood. And the proposed chem. al carcinogens in.

. cigarette smoke and in polluted urban environments have not been demonstrated

’

to be carcinogenic at the low concentrations involved. For ail of these

reasons it is deemed likely that radiation, and alpha radiation in particula.,

may be the principal agent of human cancer. In view of such a possibility,

it is very disturbing to note that the U.S. National Cancer Institute, now

spending about one-half billion dollars per year on cancer research, has

completely“neglected che field of radiation induced cancer research.

(39-45)
Published evidence indicates that atherosclerosis is a tumor

of the artery wall and that the alpha activity at the calcified plaque

site is likely to be the mutagenic agent. If so the major causes of death

in the general population - coronary disease, other cancers, and strokes -

may in large part be attributable to internal alpha emitters from natural

and pollutant sources. If so, fallout plutonium and alpha emitting
oe

a

contaminants must already be contributing to increased health risks and iife

shortening to the general public. Cigarette smoking causes increased risks

of early corcnaries, lung cancer, cancers at other sites, and other health

(46)
effects » with about 15 years reduction in life expectancy for those who

regularly smoke 2 packs of cigarettes per day or more (attributable to

lung burdens of only about five picocuries of 2120p in excess of that of

nonsmokers). Fallout levels from past atmospheric nuclear tests have given

rise to plutonium organ burdens of ~0.5 pCi/kg of lung tissue and ~0.7 pCi/kg

of liver tissue in the general public%, Although these levels are only
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Le ro organ burdengy;£ heavy smokers, the effects

may be correnpondingly greater because the total population is exposed, and

a the inhalation exposures begin at birth.

If the health risks attributable to fallout plutonium exceed 10 percent

of the risks of heavy smoking, thea inhalation exposure at ~20 tines

" Fallout (the surface soil concentration of plutonium which corresponds

to the interin soil standard adopted by the Coloradc Board of Health in

1973) would give rise to organburdens more than twice that of heavy smokers.

Exposing children to such levels would be tantamount to their smoking four

packs of cigarettes per day, beginning at birth. This estimate assumes, as

I believe to be the case, thet the inhaled, insoluble radioactive smoke

° perticles give rise to the serious health effects of smoking.

For the estimation of organ burdens which may result from the inhalation 
of soil contaminancs, it is common practice to attempt to determine the

° average surface soil concentrations, the epplicable resuspension factors,

inhalation exposure patterns, particle size distributions, lung retention,

elearance and translocation patterns and rates, ete. The large cumulative

errors and uncertainties in the prediction of the ultimate organ burdens

from long-term exposure to contaminated surface soils and urban dusts by
¥
7

such a long sequence of complex processes serve to make this procedure an

almost useless exercise. There is a more direct approach which sould give

oe more reliable estimates. Lewis et ai?) show that the adult lung burden of

nitric acid-insolwble particles increases almost linearly with age, with

a about 1.5 grams per kilogram of lung tissue at age 60. It seems reasonable |

to assume that individuals chronicaily exposed to soil dust and urban dusf.
4

. ¢

will acquire just such burdens cf the insoluble constituents in the res.’
¥

size fraction of dust particles (1.e., particles less than ~3 pn diar”
p

It should be noted that PuO, particles are highly insoluble and friab.
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Exrerinencs in the Rocky Plats area also have shown that adout one-third

of the airborne plutonium which has been resuspended from soii surfaces

by wind action falls within the re.ai uble particle sise range. However

only a very small fraction of the bulk surface soil is made up of insolublé

particles of respiraple size. Fer this reason, surface scils with one

. picocurile of plutonium per gram (the Colorado interim soil standard)

should contain zn estimated 10 to 100 pCi of plutoniun per gram of insoluble

soll particles of respirable size. Such a soil level should lead to

plutonium lung burdens of 5 to 50 picocuries by age 20, or 15 to £50 pico-

curies by age 6&C, with correspondingly higher concentrations in the lymph

nodes, liver, and bone. Thus the Colorado interim soil standard is hardly

a safe or acceptable standard unless it can be shown that such levels of

plutonium have no serious long term health effects.

There are, of course, 2 nember of considerations which make it incyp-

propriate to equate the effects of a given burden of low specific activity

alpha emitting cigarette smoke particles with the same amount of alpha

_(12,13)activity in hot particles. The Los Alamos experiments make it

evident that most of the alpha dose fron “hot" particles of Pud, is
° ,

wasted in the excessive irradiation of cells within the alpha cauge of

the hot particle surface. Thus the high tumor risk for the hot 7?®puo

(11)
2

particles can be variously attributed to (a) the mobility of the

smaller particles (b) the recoil ablation and/or dissolution rates which

increase with specific activity and with surface area of hot particles

and (c) the irradiation of larger numbers of cells with scattered protons

(an effect that may be ‘significant for very hot particles).
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For these (Tisons, the insoluble alpha emitcing suoke particle,

uranium exide, thorium oxide. and other alpha emitting particles of

moderate to low specific activity may be expected to give rise to a higher

tumer risk per cipha disintegration or for a given cumulative dose.

Similarly plutonium-239 in mixed fallout particles may be expected to

7 2386.

produce more tumors per disinteczration than is the case for pure * rud,-
~~,

"and **°pud, + However although larger burdens of hot particles wiil be

required fora given tumor risk, such risks can be expected to increase with

both alpha specific activity and with particle surface area, and the effects

should occur earlier tor a given burden of smaller particles of higher |

specific activity.

The above considerations make it obvious that the present practice of
-

averaging the alpha dose over the whole lung or sone arbitrary fraction

thereog 19-13) is a highly questionable and grossly misleading procedure

at best.

It also should be noted thac americium-24) is present in association

with plutoniun contanination in the Rocky Flats area and in nuclear test

areas. In addition, curium isotopes as well as americium-241 will be

present in high concentratien in che nuclear fuel mixture from fission and

breeder reactors which use plutonium fuel. The chemical beliavior of

emerjicium and curium in the environment will give rise to their substantial

uptake in the biosphere and the food chain. Thus the ingestion of americium

and curium, their uptake from the gastrointestinal tract, and their

accumulation in the liver and skeletal tissue of mammals and man will give

rise to additional serious health risks. These contaminants will be relatively

more serious than plutonium inhalation in some environments, particularly

in vegetated arcas of moderate to high rainfall, where soil resuspension

processes are not cffective,
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6. Recommendatcies: It is urged that the U.S. Favironmental Protection

Agency consider and act upon each of the following recommendations which

are called for (a) in order to provide an improved basis for the assessment

of health risks and standards for plutonium and other actinides and (b)

to provide a higher degree of protection from the effects o tt
y

internal eipha

emitters fer occupational groups and the general public by acopting more

conservative interim standards for plutonium exposure.

(1) Initiate a comprehensive interagency research progrem to assess

the health risks of inhaled alpha emitting particles, with special attention

to both "hot" particles and insoluble particles of low activity per particleM
s

(Some pertinent studies have been proposed to the EPA

(2) Conduct a comprehensive epidemiological health study of all past

and present plutonium workers, and of all other groups which have been

exposed to the inhalation of plutonium at levels significantly above fallout

plutoniun.

(3) Call upon the National Cancer Institute and the National Heart

and Lung Institute to apply an appropriate fraction of their resources to
.

assess the role of inhaled alpha emitting particles on the incidence of

human cancer and heart disease.
i

(4) Adopt more conservative occupational standards for plutoniun.

A reduction of present air concentration and lung burden standards by a

factor between 100 and 1000 appears to be in order. Better protection

should be provided for younger employees and groups exposed to possible

inhalation of finely divided and higher specific activity plutonium.

(5) Maiatain public exposure levels of plutonium. and other alpha

emitters to the practical mininum. In my view this would limit public

exposure to airborne dusts not exceeding 0.5 picocurtes of alpha activity

(about one alpha disintegration per minute) per gram of nitric acid insoluble
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particulates of respirable size. This level would result ia the accunula-

(56)

 

tion of adult organ burdens about. equal to that from fallout plutonium

Cn this basis the Colerade interia standardmay be at least 10 tines too

high.
.

(6) Call for a full disclosure of ail past piutoniun spilis and accidental

releases and conduct appropriate surveys and cleanup operations.
~

(7) Develop standards for americium and curium, with particular attention

to their distribution in the fcod chain and their uptake from the gastro-

intestinal tract. SS . ,

(6) Give immediate attention to current plans of the U.S. Department

of Defense and the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission to resettle Enewetak

Atoll. The high ievels of plutonita and americium on these islands and

in the lazoon sediments are likely to give rise to tragic health effects

p
o
e

etien sraup.
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Four comments are attache

* Comment #1, ACCIDENTS

asAouiment $2, ESTIMATION OF THE HEALTs cTPEc
PLUTONIUM AnD OTHER ALPHA-EMIT
TRANISURANICS .

5 OF
TnG

t
Thy

Comment #3, DIVERSTON AND SAFECUARDS OF
FISSIGAASLE HATERTALS

Comment #4, GENERAL AND IN SUMMARY

With the possible exception of #2, these comments are generic

in nature. For a draft statement of this physical extent, detailed

comment would be nearly prohibited by personal limitations of timeLL

and resources. This dilemma is not encountered here since generic

comment seems indicated. Treatment of acne can be sensibly coferred

when the patient shows systemic failure.

‘
~
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° Comment #2, ESTIEare OF THE An Cree CTS OF eorrey1 AND (GTRER

. ALPHA-ERITILUG TRANSUP AT ACS

The estimate of lung cancer incidence associated with the inhalation

. of plutonium (or otner transuranics) in particulate form is a critical

factor, along with source tarms and resuspen ion, in defining the probable

impact of the LhircR's plutonium based fuel-“cycle. . .is subject is discussed

oo ‘in Sectien 4.6.5 "Particle Lung Dose Effects" eof WASH-1525. I quote the

first sentence frem that section:

So ; "The estimates of lung cancer incidence associated witn
De the inhalation of transuranics used in this report are

based upon a calculation of ine everece radiation cose
delivered to the lurg and apalicezion ef tumor incidence
estimates for tne uniformly irradiated Jung as estimated

Boo in the BEIR report."!

s 7 This cited basis, and hence the derived estimates, are indefensible.

, - Section 4.6.5 ree"that ‘insoluble’ particles of

| ‘ radioisotopes, when Cepusitea in tissues, provide focal spots of high

radiation cose rates close the the particle," so there is no presuzstion

. ‘that the exposure by particulates of plutonium is uniform. The deep

respiratory tissue of the lung is made up of 108 alveoli. Each aveolus

is a complexiy organized unit of tissue. If an insoluble alpha-emitting

particulate is. depusited in this tissue some 10 to 160 alveoli will be

exposed. A crude measure of the nonuniformity of this exposure is that

at most about one-millionth of the lung's alveoli are affected by a single

particulate. |

The significance of the preceding is that in the actual lung

exposure by an alpha-caitting particulate, the energy cf the ionizing

radiation is denositca Jn a very limited voluine of tissue, and hence that 
sO, . the actual radiation dose“to lung tissue scaled roughly @ nillion times

~C-

totes ,  
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o> jarger than the dose asseciated with en averaging of tha equivalent

- radiation energy over the entire Tung.

 

A nultiplicctive difference of a willien in a cienilicane

H's, physical quantity generally suggestsa qualitative difference. Suppose,

ae for example, that the problem were to estirate the effects of small

projectiles on human organisms. Suppose that the projectiles weigh 1/2

ounce and have a velecity of 1000 ft/sec. Hote that the effect of the

projectile depends o2 the energy, and note that a 6 ton vehicle moving at

1 mile per hour has similar energy. There is experience with humans stopping

Siow moving yenicies by exerting strenuous counterforces. Using this

experience the effect of the projectiles on humans is inferred to be

oxidation of-the biological fuel necessary to do the work of stopping the

vehicle. But this reasoning Is manifest nonsense. Even though the cnergiesg

 

involved are similiar, a fast moving rifle bullet is quite different frei

a truck weighing a million times more and moving at a one-thousandth the

7 -' velocity. The former dissipates its energy in the local disruption of

_ tissue, the latter leads to the ordered and non injurious oxidation of

biological fuel. The end results becene very different as the physical
® .-. :

characteristics of the situation change, and a new biological phenomenon

os. intercedes. Obviously the way to estimate the effects of rifle bullets is

mS either fron past experience that is explicitly applicable, or alternatively,

to calculate the effects considering the physical characteristics of the

rifle bullet and knowledge of the bioleyical and physical characteristics

 

of the human organism. .

This nonsense example has much the same logical structure as the

cmethod of estimating hot particles effects set forth in Section 4.6.5 o
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u? introducing a fictittcusly léree mist of oxposedWAS-1535, There,

tissuc, the calculated dose becomes covmensurately smal}. In passing from

the real situation in which a hot particle irradiates 10 to 100 alveoli,

‘o the fictional situation in which the jonizing radiation from the hot

nsrticle is averaged over 108 alveoli, the dose scale has decreased dy

»eughly a factor of &@ million. .

Living tissue shows extensive intre-cellular and inter-cellular

organization. Several regimes of biological response would be exnected

as physical characte.istics of exposure are varied. Carcinogenic response

to whole organ exposure by non acute doses of radiation will fall in one

of these regimes, and this will be a regime in which there is human

experience. Fron the physical characteristics of plutonium aerosols, from

the lung deposition experience with aerosols, and from tne lung clearance

evperjence with plutcniua particulates, it can be inferred that at Teast

one class of parcicles exist which suogect lung tissue to an exposure

associated with a different carcinogenic response regime. This is because

other biological phenomenon has intervened.

For hot particle exposure that phenomencn is mitotic death of

cells, 7.e., Toss of the cell's ability to divide. There is anextensive

literature on the subject. Radiclogically induced mitotic death is, in

fact, the basis for treating malignant tissue with tenizing radiation, and

is the cause of most acute syeptoms consequent to raagiation exposure.

Even though the intercession of extensive mitotic death of cells must

inovitably piace certain particulate exposures in a different response

regime from whole Tung, non acute exposures, a compelling araument might

be made that the carcinovenic response in tho forviser case is necessarily

 



ae

less than the carciastenic response In the att This argument would

eppcar to have merit since mitotic dcath of cells, of well as recucing the

general viability of the tissue, would also reduce the number of irradiated

rolls with carcinogenic potential. Urually ianlicit in this argument isa

.
aLynn

wPECcanceptualization of all rediction errcirogornesis as a sing - m
o
a Oo a — w oh

.

. injury process.

To confirm this argument, there is a respectable literature in

which carcinocenesis is described és occurring after doses of radiation

that are sufficiently local es to not be organism lethal, and that are

sutticieently high for che fraction of mitotically competent cells to be

greatly reduced, i.e. to 1% or less. Unfortunately, in at least some of

these experiments, carcinogenesis is inversely related to the fraction of

mitotically competent cells, i.e., cancer induction in the regime where

'Tistic cemm2tence is qrevter than 7% is small conpared with the cancer‘
.

efinduction in the regime where mitotic compatence is much Tess than lis.

There are several points to be made here. Loss of mitotic

competence and carcinogenesis are two indices of radiation effect in tissue.

They cannot be independent, and their relationship can tell us something

about some radiation carcinogenesis.

Mitotic comnetence is nct gensrally related in a linear way to

carcinogenic response.’ loreover, it As a major anomaly that an increased

carcinogenic response is observed in cose regimes associated with greatly

reduced mitotic competence. It is difficult to reconcile this result with

any Single-cell, direct-effect origin for radiation induced cancer.

Hitotic cemmatence of a cell population decreases exponentially

with Tnereas ing aipha-radiation dose and is a fairly qenaral indoz of

radiation effect in tissue. WH radiation carcinogenasis universally
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decreased with iitotic cesipetence, then estinates, of carcincgcnesis based

on a fictitious averaging. of a local inhomogeneous dose over a much lerger

- . volume ould be necessaily conservative. Since radiation careinggensis

can, and infact, does increase to anomalously large values while the mitotic

competence becomes venishlingly small, the fictiti 5 averaging Ct dose

over larger volumes is not neces sarily ‘c ervative. Instead it would

appear that an inten 2 local dose of ionizing radiation can be a more:

efficient carcinogen than a diffuse tissue exposure »ith the sane type of

jonizing radiation and the sane totel energy. The above then imojies that

t
s

averaging of dose over larger volumes may be far from conservative.

a It is obyious that as a local exposure becomes more intense, a

stage must finally be reached where the carcinogenic efficiency of the

exposure (cn a per unit energy basis) is reduced. This is not pertinent

to previous argurents. It would, however, be important to knew the

characteristics of the most carcinogenicly efficient exposures.

Thefollowing excerpt taken frou the BEIR report (p. 95) summarizes

the state of knowledge concerning the causation of cancer (emphasis added):

"Although the mechanisns of carcinogenesis, or _of
radiétion carcinc™enasismm particular, are not fully
 

 

known, evealleble wnioreacicon implies inac OSU, WV nee
all,”types of cancer dovelop as a result of the combined
effects of multiple factors. These causative factors
may include: prezyqotic (inherited) mutations of
chromosamal aberrations, which cen spread during develop-
ment to many kinds of colls; somatic cell mutations cr

a chromosomal aberrations, which can be acquired at any
i time afier conception: changes resulting from the action

of Viruses 3 and chanyes tn systemic arowth factors {e.g.»
depressed immune compotance, hacmonal imbalance) and
inlocaltissueVequlation(disoraani zation, damage),
such es may Fesult Tren discases other Lian cancer or
Troma aavencing age (1).

 

 

"Although point mutations, chroaosanat abborations,
and other chanaes at the cellular and meteculer level
tay require Gily seald cases, tissue cisercaanizalion ind
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gross disturbances in physicleyy are wilikeiswithout
Yarger ¢doses(2).

 "Of the manyt pesofchanges. which radiation can
ispaererere -s cre : - - 4 : :cause in cells cr isis. ne ie Conta be

Unigue for regiacion, fany, ii na
can presumably result from a varie
 

This summary view aon carcinogenesis is conpativle with the ideas leading

to the. conclusion reached earlier, that fictitious dose averaging to

larger tissue masses need not be conservative. The possibility of various

modes of carcinogenesis is acknowlecged, and in particular, mention is

made of a pathway mediated by tissue disruption. .

Disease proriies are highly species specific. Cancer 3s na

exception. Gross characteristics are obviously highly species specific

also. A rat and a mouse are distinct and yet incredibly similar. The

cr
gross tissue cifferences are articulated out through subtly different

informational resonances amongst cell populations, - the collective pehaviar

being phased ultimately, though perhaps reisotely, by the «genetic controls

of the cells. Not to belabor this point unnecessarily, - cancer profiles

are species specific; gross characteristics and, of course, genetic material

_ are also species specific. Collective detuning of tissus, by tissue

disruption seer, as acceptable an origin Tor the tissue instabilities of

cancer as does an isolated single cell event.

Return now to the problem of risk estimates associated with

radioactive particulates in human jungs. Host of what has been said earlier

in this comnent has been general, and has been aimed at showing that there

was no inherent conservetism in the method of estimating cancer risks set

forth in the first sentence oF 4.6.5, and that riorcever the method could

be far from conservatiy The conclusion could as weil ba applied to

Vyitphatic tissue ar te bronchial tissue.

  



 

“Jegitimate concern for humans.

C: 6

Having this bacnground notice iat tusen lucg Lrissuc has a well

known carcinogenic potential under a number of situations, including

c..posure to jonizing radfaticns; and thot in the Hanrord dug scudy induction

of lung cancer was observed after exposure to plutonium aerosols. These

c
t hrnt

bik o 6are a sufficien

,
o
O to establish plutoniun induced Jung cancer es a

o™

The follc.ing is a review of the official guidance for estimating

the carcinogenic cffects fron exposure to radioactive particulates.

I. "(210) The NCRP has arbitrarily used 10% of the
volume of the organ es the significent volume for
irradiation of the gonads. There are seme cases in

which choice of a significant volume or area 1s .
virtually meaningless. For exemple, if a sinal
particle of radioactive material Tixcd in either Tung
or lymoh node may be carcinocenic, tne averaging of
Gose cither over the juna, of ene cubic centinzier
may have littie to Go with the case. Use oF sicnificent
Volonre oF ere. 5 “ust be inched c7 es ome of the round
off devices waich in special cases must give way to
detailed stucy.”

 

 

° NCRP Report #39 :
Basic Radiation Protection Criteria
January 15, 1971.
(emphasis added)
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, The rechendations of the National Council on Radiation Peutection

and Measurement set forth in I, and the recomendations of the International

 

Comaission on Radiological Protection set forth in Ili, are explicit in

”. offering na guidance.

 

II is a discussion of the hot particle problem taken from ine

report cf an ICRP Task Group. It is not. intended to give dispositive

 

_

official guidance. The discussion is useful commentary, but inconclusive.

The very conditional statement made in the first and second sentence of II

(41) is not generally convincing. ,

th regard to the previously cited method of risk estimationi a
d
e

é a

described in the first sentence of 4.6.5, that section continues with the

 

following supportive references:

Pe "This epproacn has been used by tne Environaental
we . Protection Agency in recent reports on the potential

, health consocuenres of the nuclear feel cycle. @9
um apurcacu leaus to EStimaces corpevabble to ihose
# Gavankxar® following Thompson et al/ based on

: Tinea ry noethresho.d oxtrasolation GF observations
a on beagle dogs aduinistered 23970, aerosols."

c
h

1

As to the first, consensus in error may provide amiable agreement amongst

federal agencies, but seams hardly a desirable basis for decisions involving

the public heal“h and safetys The observations on bexgle dogs are discussed

“hurther on 4.G-117 and deserves Separate consideration.

It requires pathological optimism to find reassurance in the

results of the now completed Hanford beagle experiment. Dogs were given

initial aerosol burdens of approximately 1-10 microcuries of pu". By

nine years post-exposure the lung cancer response was virtually satureted

and multicentric origing ware noted in some dogs. Those receiving larger

lung burdens greater than 10 microcuries died of pulmonary insufficiens

Within 4-1/2 years. Twenly-one dogs survived for more than 4-1/2 years,
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and only onc oF no did not exhibit dung cance“& doath,. fh relationship
Abe

observed Leiween initial Jung burden and tinie to death with cancer has

been often used to infer a threshold burden below which no life shortening

uf dogs would be expected. This is shown in Figure 4.6.10 on 4-G 118.

fote that the fibrotic deaths there have no bearing on cancer Incidence

and inclusicn of those points in the constructing extrapolated curves is a
'‘’

_ senseless exercise. flote also that the resultsare exhibited on-e log-lcg

graph wnich virtually obscures all differential detail. Most important,

recognize the nature of the experinenit, 7.e., the Jung burdens ware large,

the results were saturated, and the number of animals was small. The

crudé relationship observed between initial lung burden and time to death

with lung cancer does not necessarily imply that a threshold burcen exists

for beagles. Quite to the contrary’, the range of exposures above the

inferred threshold burden may be interpreted as a region of saturated

carcinogenic response, that is a burden regimein which lung cancer induction

in a beagle population approaches 100% during a normal life span. The point -

is that the observed time to death is more likely related to the burden,

through a population depletion effect, rather than through a burden
a
d
sdependent latent period. In the former interpretation appreciable cancer

vould be anticipated at lewer burdens. This is again consistent with

extensive observations of radioisotope-induced bone tumors in mice, which

‘support the interpretation that "latent period is constant and that the

apparent relationship between increasing dose end decreasing time tc

death with tumor is due to the effects of dose-level on survival and on

tumor expectancy." (See Toxicity of Ra-226 in Mice," HK. Finkel et 23, in

Radiation-Induced Cancer, TAEA, Vienna, 1969.)

The domain of this comment is broadened here in order to sunvnarize
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a specitic concern(®.ti plutonium, and, ta a less€extent, othor transuranics.

Under a number of circumstances piutoniun forms aeroscls. The physical

character of these aerosols is such that on inhalation by humans they are

preverentiallydepesited in respiratory tissue, Because of slow clearance

and because of their insoluble character, particles may experience Tong

“esidence times in tissue. An appreciabtc.riass fraction of the aerosolis

usually associated with particles sufficiently large that smal] but

physiologically Significant volumes of tissue will be exposed to intense

(i.e., orcanisn lethal or greater) radiation doses within a meaningful

nhysielodical time. Studies of the effects of intense Toca] radiation to

skin and kidney tisste indicate that cespite the near mitctic sterilization

of the involved tissue, an enhanced carcinogenic response may occur, in the

sense that energy dissipated in a limited volume may be far more carcinogenic

than if the same type of radiation were to dissipate its energy over a

much larger tissue mass. The question is then: do particulates of plutoniua

lead to exposures that have enhanced carcinogenic potential? If they do,

then present standards can be in error by orders of rlagnitude.

Notice that the emphasis here is on the anomalous hazard

associated with a single particle; and that if any threshold is relevant,

it is nota dose 4threshold since local exposures are large, but rather a

possible volumetric threshold that must be exceaded by the physical extent

of the exposure. Plutonium, as-an insoluble aerosol-forming, long-lived

alpha-emitter, constitutes a very special case of the Tow exposure problen.

In conclusion, it is indefensible to base estimates of cancer

risk on the mathod of dose’ averaging over fictitiously large volumes.

Similarly, estimates based on non ‘conservative Interpretations of the

Henford boayle results are highly suspect.
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° ° Attachment #1 to Corment

y= _

of "Plutonium and Public Health,"

Electric Power Consumption and

- HumanWelfare, AALS Committee

on Environmental Alterations,

- August 11, 1972 (non-copyrighted).
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PLUTONIUM AND PUBLIC HEALTII
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ee . Author's Note--June 1972.

i vi : Fad * . ye 1 = 4Pe On May 11, 1969 a major fire occurred at tha large Rocky Plats

 

the AEC by the Dow Chemical Company;y. For description of this fire seeJ J : .

° 185: ALC. press releases MM-121, May 20, 1969, and M-257, November 15, 155

bee , Consequent to this fire E.A. Martell and 5.E. Post conducted a
. : oy
Ea

pilot study on the plutonium contamination of surface soils in the Racky
-

r
e
t
e

+

plutonium facility loocated northvest of Denver, Colorado, and operated for

3.

Wlats environs. Their results suggested an off site contamination that was

2 : orders of magnitude larger than that which woulkl have been expected from
tes . .

Be _ the measured p?lutonium releases in the air effluent of the facility.
a .

i Ina letteer of January 13, 1970 to Glenn Sex200rg, then chairraan

x 4 . “Te t Lond . v ° >

a of the AEC, and ina press release of February 24, 1970 by the Colorado

woummittee on Enviconrmantel Information, Mertell et al. colled attention
. . c ~ . °

~.
to this anomalous contamination and expressed concern over its uncertaini

e
tl

7 esa?origin and over itssignificance to public healihn. In response the AEC fixed

a
Be
y
He
y O

e
a
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ne
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,

° nium leaking from rusted barrels of coi:taminated cutting oil, and denied

that cuusea existed for concern over havards to public health (sce AIC

presg celensa N-S2) Pebranry 16, 1970),- wee .

{twas my conviction that the AMO respance provide

the probable origin of the off site contamination as wind dispersal of pluto-
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my discretion.

and inadequate rf esentation of the possible 1eas sseciated with ithe

observed off site contamination, and that the imminent large-scale commer-

‘cial introduction of plutonium gave this situation a preeedential significance

much greater than the already considerable significance of the situation

In April 1970 a representative of the AEC's Division of Biciogy and

Medicine and myself were invited to present our views at the Univers ity of

Colorado.. "Plutonium and Public Health" derives from the preceding his~

tory and should be so interpreted. The presentation was to a.lay audience

and was made with that expectation. Adequate referencing was added to

ine written text prior to its inclusion in Underground Uses of Nuclear Mnergy,

LacePart 2, Hearines hefore the Subcommiltee on Air and Water Pollution of the

Coratnittee on Public Works United States Senate, August 5, 1970.

As it stands the pan till represents a legitimate critique, and

the recent emphasis on plutonium as a major energy source increases the

relevance of the discussion. An updating would involve only incremental

changes, and would generally supolement raathe r than disturb the substantive

argurnents of tne original paper. Hence while such an updeting is desirable,

it is also of sufficient marginal value .t}rat it can be proverly deferred at ..
y °

Yor those who ere interested in reading the traditional AEC posi-

tion on the subject I would suggest "Appendix 24 - Safety Conslderations in

the Operations of tha Nochy Pluis Plutonium Processing Pla: Ww) fromy

: "4 ' a . . . . . 2? . . sy . * 7Pt)Ariposigiae Tas Tat ion MigeebYore ING] © Weneines before ihe foie
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: ryt ‘ Lpeoae Dey ¢ rer C> Conmittceon Atomic Pnerjy,Dart4, Maren 19, 1970.

Times have changesince May 1862. Then plutonium was regardad

ag a ratlitary saostauce and was accordingly givenlittle public attention.

Nosy it ig much oul.tictzed os the energy Source of the not too distant

~

x

earlier tradition, and the decision to speak was not an easy one for me.

I have had no regrets. .

 

For the sake of corepleleness let me give. you some background on

plutonium. It is an clement that is virtually non-existent in the earth's

natural crust. In the carly 1940's it was first produced and isolated by

Dr. Scaborgaund colleagues; --Dr. Seaborg is presently Chairman of the

Atomic Energy Commission. Plutonium has several isotopes, the most

important being piutonium-205, which, because of its fisstonable properties

atid its case of prodiction, ts potentially the best of the three fission fucts.

fe , ° . .

That is why itis of interest. Aside from its fissionable properties, plu-.

toniuim-239 is a radioactive isotope of relatively long half-life (24,900

. years), hence its radioactivity is undiminished within human time scales.

When it decays, it emits a helium nucleus‘of substantial energy. Beeause

of its physical characteristics, a helium nucleus interacts strongly witts

Wie matcrial along ifs path; end as a consequence deposits ils energy in

Worebstively chort ci: tance, ~-about fourshunceedths ofan boetbitoeien in

Peeled tise. orSonar c
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“a /10 of that. A cell (ose nucleus is intercepted Lgec path of such @ par-

c

‘Viele suffers sufficient injury that its capacity for cell division is usually

gost (Bartfndson, A.W., 1962 and Bloom, W., 1959). .

- The cancer inducing potential of plutentum is well known. One

mc Wionth of a gram injected intradormally In rite)e has caused cancer

(lisco, H., et al., 1947); a similar amount injected into the blood system

c’ dogs has induced a substantial incidence of bone cancer (Mays, C.W.,

etal., 1947), because of plutonium's tendency to seek bone tissue. Fortu-

notely the body maintains a relatively effecti arrieraagainst the entry

of plutoniuree into the blood system. Also, because of the short range of

the emitted helium nuclei, the radiation from plutonium deposited on the
- -

surface of human skin does not usually reach any relevant tissue. ‘Unfor-

Before Jdescribe wry this is, I'd like to say sornething about the

- characte stics of an acrosol. An aerosol is physically like cigarette

smoke, or foz, or cement dust. “Because vf their small size, the particies

coe

comprising an aerosol remain suspended in air for long. periods of time.

If an aerosol is inhaled, thea, depending on its physical characteristics, it: ..
.

 

may be deposited at different sites in the respiratory tree (Health Physics,

ae 1966). JWarger aerosol sizes are usually rernoved by turbulence in the nose,

particles deposited in the bronchial tree are cleared upward in hours by the -

ciliated. mucus blanket thal covers the Structuce. This clearance system

 

“@ugs not panctrate into the deep respiratory structures, the alveoli, where

' , ’ :

hho parte oxygen-earbon dioxide exchange of tha dung takes place. Smaller
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ea fend to be deposited here by pravitaticngl ¢gttine, aud if thes arepores

“insoluble they may reside in the alveoli for a considerable time. The prob-

le is that, under a number of conditions (Anderson, B.V., etal., 1987;

Fraser, D.C., 1987; Kirchner, R,A., 196; Mann, J.R., et al., 1967;

Stewart, K., 1993; “Wilson, R.H. et al., 1967) olutonium tends to form

aerosols of a size that are preferentially deposited in deep .ung tissue.
x‘

Plutonium dioxide, which is a principal offender, is insoluble and may be

immobilized in the lung for hundreds of days before being cleared to the
.

Yr)throat or to the lymph nodes arounnd the lunge (Mealth Physics, 1966).

An aerosol is comprisedof particles of many different sizes, and

their radioactivity may differ by factors of thousands or even more. T will

simolify’ the argurnent and ssay that there is a class of these particles, the

largest ones deposited in the deep lung tissue, that can be expected to have

a different potential of cancer induction than the particles of the smaller

class. This is because they are sufficiently radioactive to disrupt ech

populations in the volume. of cell tissue which they expose (G aman,

D.P., 1968a). An example might be a particle that emits 5000 helium
“ nme
& °

nuclei per day. It would subject between 1 and 20 alveoli to intense radi-

ation, sufficient to inflict substantial cell death and tissue disruption.

kor reference, the alveoli ure the basic structural units of the deep lung.

They are shaped and bunchedl roughly like hollow grapes 0.9 millimeter

In dinineter. Theie walls are thin, a few thocsasdihs of a riillimeter,

eed they are a highly ctructined tissue with mony cell types. Totense ex-

Poeldre Of focal tissues by a raedionetive purtici is referred tous tho hot

a 3Niemeg : Ke

"SU. - § ‘os .

caeDnoFoe: a
=  
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spotele problem. Yhe question is: devs sucha particles have an saboancel

potential for cancer ? No one knows. One can argue that cancer cannot:

 

~ evoive from dead cells, hence a depleted cell populatica niet be lees

Ye oF ‘.
oft, . 7 . ° . ‘ ° ..

ee my carcinogenic. This is believeable, and must be true on occasion. The

phe facts are, though, thal intense , local doses of radiation are extremely

 

ay . .
. ~

effective carcinogens, much more so than if the energy were averaged -

over a larger tissue masg(Geesaman, D.P., 1988b). Furthermore, this

can take place at high «dosesof radiation where only one cell in ten thousand

has retained its capacity to divide. The cancer susceptibility of lung tis-

sue to radiation has been dernonstrated in many species; one can Say in

general that the lung is more susceptible to inhomogeneous exposures from

poe cticles anc iraplants than it is to diffuge uniform radiation. Some very

- eareful skin experiments of Dr. Albert ‘he.ve indicated that tissue disrup-

tion is a very likely pathway: of radioacttive induction of cancer after intense

exposure (Albert, R.E., etal., 196%a, 19675, 198%e, 1969). The experi

meats show that the mosst severe tissueinjury is not necesssary , nor even

Oplimal, for the induction of cancer. When these notions are applied to a

~

hol particle in the luag, the possibility of one cancer from 10, 000 discup-

tive particle < is realistic. nis is disturbing because a n appreciable

portion of the total radioactivity in a plutoniumaercsol is usually in the

large particle component. .

Let roe deraenstrate what Trocan. Stpnose « man received a

*

hastinuas permissible dang burden for plutonium, and suppose roughty

e . . . ,

Poot the ons of Che barden was associated with the mort ac tive lass
ot
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of particics deposited (that is those emitting seve ‘al thousand neliuin nuctei

pur day}. This is reasonable. “There would be sormetling like a thousand of

baese partictes ana1 cach would chronically expose 1 to 20 alveoli to intense

cancer is like 1 in 18, 009 fer one disruptive par-

ticle, then the total risk in this situation is one in ten, i-e., one man in ten

y. wld develop lung cancer.

Put another way, about 1 cubic centimeterof the lung is receiving

hich doses of radiation. It would not be surprising if intense exposure of

e
rsuch a localized volume led toa cancer one time in ten. The question is:

if the individual volumes are, separated from each other, is substantial

protection afforded? No cone knows. It is :auch easier to find two cancers
-

wil goo expusures of 1 cusic centimeter cach, thanit is to find a coupl

‘>- of cancers in 50,000 sinsle particle exposures. Certainly the length scales

_of injury are long cnough that a disruptive carcinogenic pathway cannot be

disregardedfor isolated hot particles (Gcesaman, D.P., 19G6&b).
. ~s

One can lock to the relevant experience for reassurance. In an

ex: sriment done at Hanford by Dr. Bair and his colleagues, bea

> Sem. a . -

were given Pu22%G5 lung burdens of a few hundred thougandths of a gram

y

(Rair, W.J.,:et al., 1966; Ross, D.M., 1987). At 9 years post exposure,

or after roughly half ofan adult beagle life span, 22 of 24 deaths involvea

lung cancer, usually of multiple origin. Wive dogs reiein alive. For

comperison, these exposures are about 1090 timos larger than the present

astaperoissiole burdens te ran.

    
Vhere are Geo unsuiicheetory azpoets of luis expoeriinent.  firat,
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eae all of the dogs are developing cancer, itis impossible to infer what

ey * ‘

woukl happen at lower exposures: simple proportionality docs, however,

suggest that present humau stancarde are too lax by.at least a factor of

ae

tei. Second, becauuse the midiulton doo. is large, with tiesue injury iimoat

killing the dogs; and because large numbers cf particles are involved, often °
~

ac. .¢ in conjunction; it is irnprobable that the risk frorn disruptive particles

an be inferred. And after all, this is what we need to know, since almost

‘ all Luman exposures will involve hot.particles acting independently, and if

, there is a risk from these particles, it will be additive throughout the popu-

. - lation; --there will be no question of a threshold burden; and there will be

: a possibility that a man with an uncdetectable burden of a iew |particles will

devclup a cancer as a consequence. Mor the exposures cf concern, 100¢

pecple with 100 disruptive particles each «ill suffer as many total cancers

é 2: as 10,000 people with 10 parttiedes each, or as 100 people with1000 parti-

cles each..

. Hurnan experience does not sive us the answer either. Plutonium

hes been around for 25 rears, ana people have been exposed. In1964

oo, "3 -

Be through 1956 contractors indicated an average total of 21 people per year

: ~ . with over 25% of a maximum permissible burden of plutonium (Ross, D.M., :

1968). Three out of four of these exposures derived from inhalation. To

be reasonab!y useful, the documentation of exoasure must go back more

thas 1 yeurs, because of the Jatent pecicd for radiation induced cancer.

ft . ’ Pfey pen tee wah 1 - . : - - ra Y -hhorecent years docturnentation bias tmproved greatly, but from early days

e * - x

~
~ ~ = - ~thy Ville of relevance to the hos pactiele problem in the buns
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-Sinee Ihave mentioned maximum permissible lune burdens, you

>are aware that there is official guidance. Twould lilies lo comraent 9

The maximum permissible iuny burden is established by cquilivrating the

exposure from the depozited radioactive acrosol with that ofan accent

uniform dose cf x-rays. ‘ne International Commission on Radiological

. x . me

Protection indicates this may be greatly in error, and specifically states

in its publica.tion 9, "In the meantime there is no clear evidence to show
.

whether, with a given mean absorbed dose, the biological risk associated

with a non-homogeneous distribution is greater or less than the risk re-

. . . . - ° ify

sulting from a more diffuse distribution of that dose in the lung.” (ICRP,

risk”1966). They are effectively saying that there is no guidance as to th ce
)

sar nencthormoygenccous expofture in the ling, hence themaximum permissivle

lang burden igs rnaeaningless for plutonium particles, as are the raaximum
Qo °o

permissible air concentrations which derive from it.

So there is a hot particle problem with plutonium in the lung, and

the hot particle problem is not understood, and there ig nu guidance as to

»
. -

ti.c risk. I don't think there is any controversy about that. Let me quote

to you from Dr. K. “% Morgan's testimony in January ofthis year before
‘

the Joint Committee on Atoraic Energy, U.S. Congress (Morgan, K.Z.,

1960). Dr. KZ. Morgan is one of the United States! two members to the

rnin Committee of the Internatio:nal Cornmission on R adiologiical Protec-

lien: he has been a member of the committec longer than anyone: and he

is diceclor of Healih Physics Division af Oak Ridge Nationaal Laboratory.
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understand, and there will continue to be uncertainties until weallh physics

can provide a coherent theory of radiation demare. This is why some of

po
re

the basic vesesarch studies of the USAC ars so important. D.P. Geesaman

and Taraplin have pointed out recently the prevlems of plutonium-2°9 gave

ticles and the uncertainty of the risk to a man who carrics suteha particle +

. * .

. - . . " . : 7%
af highs cific activity in his lungs.” At the same hearing, "in response

QO

a)

to the committee's inquiry about priorities in basic research on the biolo-

an ye -

sical effects of radiation, Dr. KM. Eisenbud, then Director of the New York:

.

a : : oe, . . . Ilecs
City Environmental Protection Administration, in part replied, 'For some

reason or other the particle problera has not come upon us in quite a little

while, but it probably will one of these days. We are not much further

-

Vesey Ye baer eet nebo Po tty et lepes - "Af A. Pitt...vong en tho busiz gucctia cf wheuie. a given aniount oo cnergy delivers8 i

"g a progressively smaller and srnaller volume of tissue is better or worse

for the recipient. This is ancther way of asking the question of how you

calculate tne dose when you inhale a single particle." (Bisenbbud,M, ; 1970).

ile was5 correct: the problem has come_up again
o

tIn the context of his commentit is; interesting to refer to the
F ~

tational Research Council report of 1961Wational Academy of Sciences, N

on the Effects of Inhaled Radioactive Particle s (U.S. NAS.NRC.1961).

' - - te . . . * ,
Lhe first sentence reads, The potentialhazard due to airborne radioactive

particulatesis probably the least understood of the hazards asssociated |

Wilhbatomic weapons tosis, production of cacioslements, and the expandiag

spaces . . if .Wie Of mucloar energy Cor power productian. 4) decade later tinub state

mem ro eG db valid. iingily lebime quote Dre. Sanders, Phompacen, and
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Pooe fram a payer given by Gram last Octeber (Sanders, Cl, 1970). Dr.

“2

“Bair and his colleagues have done the most relevant plutontumoxide inha-

- Jntion experiments. “Nontuifoen: ireadiation of the lung fram deposite

radioactive particulates is clearly more carcinogenic than uniform expo-

cure (on a total-luny dose basis), and alpha-irradiation is more carcino-

genic than beta-irradiation. The doses required for a substantial tumor

incidence, are very high, however, if measured in proximity to the par-

ticle; and, again, there are no data to establish the low-incidence end of

a dose-effect eurve. And there is no general theory, or data on whichto

base a theory, which would perrait extrapolation of the high incidence por-

" Tagree and I suggestion of the curve into the low incidence region.

that in sucha circumstance it is epppropriate to view thestandar‘ds with

extreme caution.

There is another ha.zardous aspect of the particulate peoblem in

which suostantial uncertainty exists. In case of an acrosol depositing an

a surface, the mate:‘ial may be resuspeended in the air. This process is

crudely described by a quantity called a resuspension factor which is re-
* se
2

markable in that it sccms cenerally known only te within a factor of bil-

lions (Kaihren, R.L: .1988). Undoubtedly it can be pinpointed sornewhat

better than this for plutoniumoxide, but the handiest way to dispatch the

problern is lo say there is some evidence that plutonium particles become

wttachad to larger particles and are lhercfora no longer potential accosols.

Uiitss miunorely there is alco evidence that lacee particles goneraic acroy

aaoue Turoutenes, ainbare lise blown abort raore readily, gad an

s .
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ty panleposited tend ro haock call portictes free. In relation to this,

“Td dike to give you a JittleG subjective feeling for the hazard. here is no

Tin guidance on su vfree contamination by plutonium. Two years ago, in

  

&

Da ‘an effort to determine some indication of the opinions of knowledgeable

yO persons with respect to environmental contamination by plutoniurn, a brief

“ questionaire was administered to 3d selected LRL employees (Kathren,
. x.

2.L., private communication). All were persons who were well acquainted

with the hazards of plutonium. The group consissed of 16 Hazards Control

personneel, primarily health physicists and senior radiation rnonitors. The

remainder were professional personnel from Biomedical Division, Chemis-

try, and Military Applications, who had extensive experience with plutonium.

: had nothing to do with the su vey, noz was I one of the mermbers who was

Ae queried. the conjectured situation was that their neighborhood had been

ue . : , . .

eSan 7 contarninated by plutonium oxide to levels of 0.4 microcuries per square
ee ~ . . ,

Rie. , :

Z meter. For reference, this value is roughly ten times the highest concen

ths trationDr. Martell found east of the Rocky Flast Dow Chemical fareLlity

Mfartell, ELA., 1970), --and bear in mind that a factor of ten ig a small

ue difference relative to the iarge uncertainties associated with the hazards

from:-plutonium contamination. Several questions were asked. Onc was,

~ would you allow your childrento play in it?’ 86% said No. Should these

levels be decontaminated? 89% said Yes: And to what level should the

area be cleaned? 50% said to backporound, zero, Aniniintisn, or by io

rechtetion of at Teast a facto: of 40. This hay nao protfound setomlitic sige

LEC oe. ae, : oo . , - .moe awsee, bul tudieites that miiy people canversant of the hazard are not

onere
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wse about the levcls vf contaisnation encomrered east of Rocky Plats.

Iinally I would like to describe the problem.ina larger contex

& the yoar 2000, plutoaium~269 has been coajecturca to be a major energy
aa

eource. Commercial production is projected at 29 tons per year ty 7°79,

in excess of 100 tons per year by 2000. Pluionium contamination is not an

academic quastion. Unless fusion reactor feasibility is demonstrated in

the near future, the cammiitrment will be made to liquid metal fast breeder

oo :

-eactors fueled byplutonium. Since fusion reactors ¢are pr esently specula-

tive, the decision for liquid metal fa st breeders should be anticipated and |

plutonium should be considered as a rnajor pollutant of remarkable toxicity

and persistence. Considering the enormous economic inertia involved in

tho commitment itis imperative that pub ce howlih aspects be carefully ond

honesUy defined prior to active promotion of the industry. ‘Tro live sanely

with plutonium one rnust appreciate the potential magnitude of the risk, and

aingt all sienificant hazards.-
& . 2 . .be able to rmonitor a;

An indeterminate amount of plutonium has gone off site at a major

facility 10 railes upwind frorn a metropolitan area. ne loss was unncticed.

t ~

The origin ig somewhat speculative as is the ultimate depositicn.

‘The health and safely of public and workers are protected by a

set of standards for plutonium acknowledged to he meaningless. °

Such things make a travesty of public health, and raise serious

questions about a hurried acceptance of nuclear energy.
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LGLS (Mr. A.Futral) 4 March 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

SUBJEC?: Interagency Policy Meeting ~ Enewerak Cleanup - DNA - 25 Fepruary 1975

1. The meeting was held at DNA Headquarters on 25 February 1975 at 1400 ror

the purpose of discussing with interagency representatives policy determina-

tions required in order to establish the future course of the project.

2. A list of attendees is attached, Enclosure l.

3. The need for this meeting arose largely as a result of demanding comments

of Mr. Ted Mitchell, Counsel for the People of Enewetak, on the DEIS published

in September 1974, Demands by Mitchell in the name of the People of Enewetax

was for total cleanup, disposal of the radiological contaminated material

away from the atoll, and restoration insofar as practicable to their original

state. Additionally, comments received from TIPI Environmental Protection

Board and ERDA (vice AEC) indicated a strong preference for ocean dumping

which had been abandoned in favor of crater entombment as means of disposal
because of potential legal problems and time delay before the DEIS could be

published.

t Gentian) Itheron crened th. cecting with a statement which ernchosized his
belief that a consensus existed among all the primary agencies arter the
adoption of the radiological cleanup standards provided by AEC upon publication
of the DEIS. He stated that since receipt of comments on the DELS several
statements made by representatives of some of the principal agencies concerned
would impose drastically more stringent standards for the cleanup as well as
require ocean dumping. This caused him concern that there had been a dissolution
of the important elesents of the cleanup pian. He reviewed the cost increases
and time delays which could occur if the more stringent cleanup standards and
disposal of contaminated material by ocean dumping were adopted. The projected

increases and the reaction received during the 1975 MILCON hearings force hia
to consider whether to publish the final ELS rejecting the increased standards

or report to DOD that the project must now be viewed as technically, ecolegically,

and economically infeasible. He pointed out he must make an early decision
to be ready to testify before Congress (some hearings to start o/a 12 March)
and that he needed the advice of the agency representatives present to assist
in reaching his decision. tle wanted to know if we should go ahead and publish |
the EIS as planned and if so, would litigation result and if it did would we

win or should he recommend that the project be considered infeasible.

5. Since Mitchell proposed that cleanup be accomplished by the most costly
means expressed as Case V in the DEIS, the cost of which is on the order or
$196M - $300M, General Johnson suggested that he may be faced with the

unpalatable decision to adopt an alternative such as moving the Dri Enewetak

only to the southern islands.
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SUBJECT: Interagency Policy Meeting - Enewetak Cleanup - DNA - 25 February 1975

6. General Graves resperict ty caving he saw nc ncreblem with the arstcr

disposal. He ceationed | . c2-caeility of leasing from the cruter anc int

the effectiveness of containment within the crater could be a problem. se added
that ERDA had felt from the very bewinning thac if it were not for the orecna

Lal Dai lay, wee Loo ek WOULE Le peelcaeric. howuvaly, Lik oo. -

crater ventonbse:- ; saving an important consideration gs ac ocr

it has to be done.

7. General Johnson next asked "Isn't radioactive material leaking out cf the
creter now?'' It appeared tnut evervene realized that it was. General Gr .ves

 

responded "that the enteuctirent of the hazardous material would better an
existing situation, ‘and that he saw the real sensitivity of the method will
surface at some period downstream, a possibility we shouldn't ignore. he said

would be more of a specific design problem for the entombment than anything

else,

8. Dr. Mills, EPA, thought that entombment was the way to go in disposing of

the radioactive debris for two reasons: (1) it would be recoverable fron the

crater, if the need or desire ever arose to do so; (2) FPA was generally noc

in favor of ocean dumping. He earentheriea lly stated that he was not saving Chat

it was impossible to set an ocean pins permit, but was pointing out th .t it

would be time consumine and ec
   

r
-potratively tealous, since prior approved clus

be cOlHLNEdG oh was uuce sare cnich veseuires o a4etailied study of tne
Vs oat . ring fae tos ote

nese toe whe Oe OTIS Dt se a ,

Ne penticnea that contaminants where claced in the ceep oenun were lost cre.

control, he rurtner stated thac LPA suis crater disposal as offering tne

feasible way to go since it permits recovery. lie said they were not asking

for absolute containment; and that there had been some misconception in i'.2
past concerning a requirement for containerization for a period equal to = or

5 half lives of the contaminant dumped. jie understood that placing the miter
in the crater couid result in sone contribution from that source which west

an add on to the ERDA dose computations. He considered that the relative
amount by which the calculated radiation dose should ve increased would So

exceedingly small, providing his understanding of the scheme for placing the

contaninamtes in the Term cf 2 ecnetete catrin in the crater ves cerresn. le

expreseed the coinien chit tne cr : would constitute reasenon.e

containment, br. Mills said that EPA sees no reason for changing che su ,sj.sred
method of crater entombment.

tad.

Defo
.

  

9. General Johnson then discussed the increases in both time and cost on t
project if we went to ocean dumping and expressed his desire to lean on the

side of practicality to accomplish the project at an early date.

10. Mr. Joe Deal, ERDA, discussed the fact that Mr. Mitchell, the PecpIs's

Counsel, had responded by adopting the most stringent standards in order ~“o

provide room for negotiation and said everything cited by Mitchell had been

addressed in vreat detail in termulatins tne ERDA recommended stanéards.

cited as an exaincie the hard line initialiy tasen by a roreivn power in

“Omeviiat sivirisy situation.
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SUBJECT: Interagency Policy Meeting - Enewetak Cleanup - DNA - 25 February 1975

Ll.) Genezsl Johrocta ct this :o.nt asked che geect oa - "Po we stitl havea

consensus en the “ARC/ENLA ctundatea!" “Ris yuastion vas evokec by roparig

attributed to Roger Ray, ERDA/NVOO, that the standards adopted might not stand

up. General Graves exnlained that there vas no problem at ERDA saving, "We're

still together at chOA cud Wills Support your psition.

12. Dr. Mills told about the EPA initiatives to set cleanup standards for
plutonium, He stated pups hearings had been conducted which among other

things had heard the pro onents of so called hot particle theory retarding

the high probubility ot cancer occurrence tren i gestion of plucenius pert

Yr. MLLiS thouchr thie teri.i ts sroeponents of this theory had presented hau

been rebutted successruliv with information provided by ERDA. He added that
EPA policy was that such standards must now be examined on a case by case

basis and that EPA goes alony with the ERDA standards provided for the
Enewetak cleanup.

+

  

13. In reference to the need expressed by several commenters on our DEIS
for followup studies on uptake of radioactive materials Mr. Deal stated that
such studies are already in progress at Bikini and Enjebi by ERDA. He also
made a pitch for a research project wnich would seck a means of simplifying

 

the cleanus of plutonium by its separation from the surrounding soil. Ue said

he had tajhea to tir, Uacles whe vos willing to loox at a proposal tor sucp
rha: ne) bee ce tedonrion. vemer.i Johncoon statrd he ote ed

we BRL bee ee ee GROLuda oeudy ca the sccial on.

aspects or ine peeple’s resectienontr,

14, Mr. Brown, DOL, stated that DOI would look at these comments and that

he had discussed tnem with Mr. Gilmore, Holmes & Narver, their A-E. However,

they would not necessarily hire the particular consultants recommended by

Mr. Mitchell.

15. Generali Jchnson briefly emphesized that he considered ERDA as the source
of Faddolonical©experts for the cleanup team .nd expected them to furnisn the

necessary information to respond to any objection or criticism pertaining co
ehe clecnus slin... is os well as sonitorinm: ccposures of the returnity cet te.

16. Mr. Brown, DOL, said he had left the last two meetinzs with a feeling

tnat disposal or the RAD material by cratering was not a viabie solution and
was delighted with wiiat he nad heard today and added DOL wanted to go ahead
with the project as rapid as feasible according to current plans. He then

discussed DOi's intention to retain a "hold harmless" clause in the apprepriatiecns
bill. He thought this would have the effect, if passed into law, the Strong

it
voice of the Congress serving notice that "we are doing this much and thet! s it.”

17. General Johnson then stated that if we are going with our request to

Congress this vear, it appears that we must go with what we now have ena provie

any more detailed information they may desire.
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SUBJECT: Interagency Policy Meéting - Enewetak Cleanup - DNA — 25 February 1975

18. Mr. Drake that care be taken in supporting crater entombment

to rot nrtiudice si: cosal &y cecan dumpine in the future should ic be neces our

to resort to it. we saw the inc vgrity of the cencrete mass piaced in the lrater

as being a central question and suggested we be prepared to defend the design

aaocourt. 7 Soe . aothat SPDA said errestente tn feiendins ute

 

on the effectiveness of containers and indicated they were often the point v1

attack,

19, Mr. Maher, ERDA, asked who would be responsible for its custody and the

monitorins of the crater .ntemoment in the future. It was pointed out thc

Runit was now under quarantine and any decision as to who s0es back and whea

a8 Well as precautionary measures including monitoring woulu be decided

downstream.

 

20. General Johtusen reminded everyone that this was a project of the U.5
Government with responsibilities assigned several agencies .nd usted thar

there be no effort to make a clean separation between DNA and ERDA on the
cleanup but recognized both have closely interrelated responsibilities.

General Graves at this point stated he was in complete agreement with this.

21. General Johnson then asked whether or not the route we now proposed would
lead us into litisution. lin. Drake responded chat this was a cucstion no ous

could ansver with certainty. “vr. Neare pedreves our orecram woulda be abt ces
2 bees ”wt - aes . 4 . a oe &

POlacy ACC. Mr. Urone siated, Io is alco ta wnow that i

had to vo into conre it would be on a unified basis,” veverr

aglLeement shown ow cne principais at this meeting. Heaoeees

tter

22. General Johnson then asked for an opinion concerning the possible tire

delay whicn would result .rom.. ccurc case. Mr. Drake thought as auch ue
two years. General Johnson gaic that he pronosed to meet with tir, Miten
and tell him that if ne demands DNA to go for 4a $19OM project (Case Vi,

will kill the project. General Johnson expressed the feeling that ne fe

rally ublicated te push for the vrojece evon if?
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Mitchell serves notic

he wouid fignt far such ano ..cagonaole carree of cleanup. COL Cnith, o1

of Micronesian Status Neyotirations, statedc that there was a necessity

retain reasonableness to the project if it was to get by Congress.
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23. General Johnson stated on the basis of the discussions at this mectig,

DNA would press ahead with the final EIS, seeking all the help we can cet £

ERDA. Also, he will go to Honolulu and discuss our position with Mr. Mitchell

and seek an accommodation with him. He invited representatives of the Sol
ERDA, and EPA to accompany him on his trip which would be during the weex

of 17 March. He requested that Mr. Drake accompany him.
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24. In closing Caneral Jehnson stated he wes grateful for the attendance cf
the cepro oni ciy es Ge wal, TL tbing ims clhatole 200 Jinetsciab vy Aeartrtes

that the cuns-asus on the caportant elements of chis projece still existed

and had been reaffirmed here today.
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ENEWETAK PROJECT POLICY MEETING

Feb, 25, 2:09 PM

DISPOSAL CAITINIA - WAAT TO DO VITH PaO rece?

EPA

Dr. W. A. Mills, Office Radiation Programs

ERDA

MG Ernest A. Graves, USA Dr. William Forster

Mr. Joseph Maher, Staff Asst to Dr. Liverman

Mr. Joe Deal, pos
Mr. Tommy NeCraw pos
CDR Wm. Wolift, DMA

Dr. Harold Busey, Repr ERDA (Oceanographer, Radio-Chemist Type) ~ Should be
DOL listed after Mr. Deai

Mr. Harry Brown, Staff Asst. for Program Div. §& Budget

pon
hvison, Uirectar, DNA

MGow. oH. Shedd, Derucy virector, UNA
CAPT E. D. inaien, ISA, Asst. for tae Trust Territory of the Pac. Isiands

Mr, Earl L. Eagies, Director for Logistics
Mr. Gurden Braxe, OGGC/DNA

3
e

LTG W. ob. Je
i

MAJ C, M. Larson, USA, Executive Officer, Office of Director
MAJ A. C. Meier I], USA, Executive Asst, Office of Deputy Director, O&A
CAPT M. I. Varen, USA, AFRRI

Mr. Lester 4. Slaback, Jr., AFRRI

Mr. Allen A, Futral, Logistics Services Division, OALG
Mr. Milton £&. Stevens, Locistics Services Division, OALG
MAJ Willian Snicuzza, USA, Lowistics Sorvices Division, OALG

t

LTC Jack vurzer, JCS, J-5

CAPT J. J. Politi, USAF, Aide to LTG Johnson

OFFICE OF MICRONESIAN STATUS NEGOTIATION

COL A. M. Smith, USA
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